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Abstract

The subject of this thesis was the development of a thin-disk laser with a continuous wave
intracavity intensity of more than 1010Wcm−2 for the adiabatic alignment of molecules.
In particular, this necessitates an intracavity power of more than 100 kW, an internal focus
with a radius of 20µm, a well-defined and stable polarization, and benefits from funda-
mental transverse mode operation. For this purpose, ytterbium-doped host materials were
compared in various resonators, exploring their losses and their suitability for such a laser
system. The study focused on the possible implementation of such a laser setup, notably for
pump powers below 500W, which allow resonator losses of approx. 5× 10−3. A characteri-
zation of Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3 in an efficient and short linear multi-transverse-mode
resonator revealed resonator internal losses in the order of 2× 10−4. No dependency on the
gain material could be resolved. Measurements of the losses with more than 20 thin disks
pointed towards losses originating at their surface. An intracavity power of 130 kW could
be demonstrated. This corresponds to an enhancement by a factor of 2500 with respect
to the incident pump power of 54W. Further scaling of the pump intensity was restrained
by optical damage, mostly in the form of nodular point defects, which were observed at
optics and disks. The optical damage is believed to be caused by defects in the highly re-
flective coatings. The resonator internal losses for linear single-transverse-mode resonators
increased up to 9× 10−4, which might have been caused by additional diffraction losses.
The application of a Brewster window to ensure a stable polarization additionally led to an
increase of losses to 1.5× 10−3. Supposedly, it was caused by stress-induced birefringence
in the isotropic gain materials. This induced a rotation of the polarization and eventually
contributed to significant reflection losses at the Brewster plate. Additionally, an intrinsic
polarization was measured, which was less stable than the before mentioned polarization
but avoided additional losses. Similar behaviors were detected for folded resonators. Those
were more suitable for acquiring a tight internal focus. Imaging the Rayleigh scattering at
atmospheric molecules allowed an in vitro determination of the caustic. Here, an intracavity-
focus-radius in the order of 20µm was measured. However, resonator losses of approx. 5%
and the prevalent optical damage obstructed the achievement of the required intracavity
powers with the available pump powers. Comparisons and calculations of possible losses
suggested the diffraction losses, caused by astigmatic distortions of the disks, being respon-
sible. To accomplish the goals, a combination of a decrease of losses and an increase of the
pump power might be necessary.
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Kurzfassung

Der Gegenstand dieser Arbeit war die Entwicklung eines Dauerstrich-Scheibenlasers mit
resonatorinternen Intensitäten von mehr als 1010Wcm−2 zur adiabatischen Ausrichtung
von Molekülen. Für diesen Zweck wird eine resonatorinterne Leistung von mehr als 100 kW,
ein interner Fokus mit einem Radius von 20µm und eine definierte Polarisation benötigt.
Zusätzlich wird von der Oszillation auf der Grundmode profitiert. Ytterbium dotierte Wirt-
skristalle wurden bei geringen Pumpleistungen in verschiedenen Resonatoren hinsichtlich
intrinsischer Verluste und ihrer generellen Eignung für solch ein Lasersystem verglichen.
Die Priorität lag dabei in der Entwicklung eines Lasersystems bei Pumpleistungen von
weniger als 500W. Diese tolerieren Resonatorverluste von ca. 5× 10−3. Eine Charakter-
isierung von Yb:Y3Al5O12 und Yb:Lu2O3 in einem effizienzoptimierten Resonator ergab
Verluste von ca. 2× 10−4. Eine signifikante Abhängigkeit vom Lasermaterial konnte hi-
erbei nicht festgestellt werden. Vergleichende Untersuchungen der Verluste an mehr als
20 Scheiben deuteten jedoch auf Oberflächenverluste, z. B. an dielektrischen Beschich-
tungen hin. Es konnten resonatorinterne Leistungen von mehr als 130 kW demonstriert
werden. Dies entspricht einer 2500-fachen Überhöhung für eine Pumpleistung von 54W.
Eine weitere Steigerung der Pumpintensität war aufgrund optischer Defekte nicht möglich.
Die gemessenen Resonatorverluste erhöhten sich im Grundmodenbetrieb auf 9× 10−4. Ver-
antwortlich hierfür sind möglicherweise Beugungsverluste an der Scheibe. Resonatoren mit
einem Brewster-Element zeigten ebenfalls erhöhte Verluste von bis zu 1.5× 10−3, vermut-
lich verursacht durch stressinduzierte Depolarisation in der Laserscheibe, welche zu einer
partiellen Rotation des elektrischen Feldes führte. Zusätzlich konnte ohne die Nutzung
von zusätzlichen optischen Elementen eine intrinsische Polarisation mit einem niedrigeren
Extinktionsverhältnis und geringerer Stabilität festgestellt werden. Vergleichbare Verluste
und Effekte konnten dabei auch für gefaltete Resonatoren beobachtet werden, welche sich
als besser geeignet herausstellten, um einen internen Fokus im Resonator zu erzielen. In
einem zu diesem Zweck entwickelten Resonator konnte anhand der Rayleigh Streuung
an atmosphärischen Molekülen der resonatorinterne Strahlverlauf gemessen werden. Hi-
erbei wurde eine Strahltaille von 20µm bestimmt. Hohe Resonatorverluste von mehr als
5% verhinderten ein Erreichen der benötigten internen Leistung. Diese Verluste wurden
vermutlich durch Beugung aufgrund von astigmatischen Störungen in der Laserscheibe
verursacht. Daher werden eine Reduzierung der Verluste und eine Erhöhung der Pumpleis-
tung für weitere Experimente empfohlen.
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1. Introduction

Movies display and allow to unravel dynamics. Depending on the spatial and temporal
resolution of the film camera, even ultrafast dynamics of atoms and electrons in molecules,
proteins, or in larger particles like viruses can be captured.

120 years ago, one of the first true motion pictures was recorded by the Lumiere brothers
in France.1 "Sortie de l’usine Lumiere de Lyon" was shot in black and white on 35mm film
with a rather poor temporal resolution of 16 frames per second. This frame rate allowed to
resolve temporal dynamics, which develop significantly over time spans longer than approx.
60ms. For processes which take place on faster timescales only the initial and the final
state were determined; back then, the intermediate dynamics and states remained hidden.

The intermediate states and dynamics occurring in chemical reactions are of great interest
for chemistry [1, 2]. Femtochemistry comprises the area of physical chemistry which occurs
in the femtosecond range. In the low femtosecond regime vibrations of the atomic nucleus,
which extend spatially over distances in the order of 100 pm, can be investigated. Extending
the time spans up to approx. 100 fs still permits to observe some molecular vibrations. The
detailed spatial and temporal insight into such processes allows the understanding of many
secrets of life, which are hidden behind numberless chemical reactions.

Movies with atomic and femtosecond resolutions are called molecular movies. To record
a molecular movie there are two essential key requirements. The dimensions of interest
can be in the order of 100 pm. In general, this resolution can be obtained with methods
like scanning transmission electron microscopes, which are suitable for the investigation
of static spatial structures. However, to record a three-dimensional (3d) molecular movie,
diffraction based methods are necessary [3–5]. Diffraction imaging requires a coherent
particle or light source with a wavelength short enough to resolve the structures of interest.
The particle or photon flux must be sufficient to obtain a high signal to noise ratio. To
achieve a suitable temporal resolution the diffraction source must illuminate the sample
with pulses, whose durations are short enough to unravel the dynamics of interest.

To investigate processes on a sub-fs timescale, mainly attosecond based high harmonic
generation (HHG) experiments were able to probe atomic processes with attosecond res-
olution. However, the common repetition rates of such HHG-systems are nowadays not
comparable with modern x-ray light sources and the photon flux is still unreasonably low
for efficient operation. Electron and x-ray diffraction-based sources can provide beams with
wavelengths short enough to resolve atomic structures and with pulse durations below
100 fs [6]. In this day and age, especially free-electron lasers (FELs) and synchrotrons can

1Leland Stanford Muybridge (Sallie Gardner at a Gallop, 1878) and Louis de Prince (Roundhay Garden
Scene, 1888) are only two of further mentionable directors of this early era of film.
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2 Introduction

provide short bunches of coherent radiation at MHz repetition rates. Future generations of
energy recovering linear accelerators might be operated at a 1GHz repetition rate [7].

These days, the diffraction pattern of a single molecule suffers from a low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). In principle, this can be enhanced by two different approaches. The diffraction
source can be optimized to cause more scattered photons, albeit electronic damage and
too long x-ray pulse durations may constitute limitations [8]. Alternatively, the total signal
can be amplified by the usage of an ensemble of molecules in the gas-phase instead of
single particles. However, when a diffraction image is generated by such an ensemble, the
equality of all molecules must be ensured. Otherwise a decrease of the local contrast could
be observed and the diffraction pattern would smear out. In this context, equality denotes
quantum properties like internal states as well as the angular alignment of single molecules
with respect to a fixed axis in the laboratory. An equal alignment and orientation of all
single entities from an ensemble increases the local SNR.

Molecules can be aligned by strong electric fields. In principle, there are three distinctive
ways to do so. The nonadiabatic alignment relies on laser pulses with a pulse duration much
shorter than the rotational period. The pulse leaves a system in a coherent superposition
of rotational states. In this case, the alignment of the molecular ensemble occurs periodi-
cally under field-free conditions with a period corresponding to the rotational period of the
molecules [9]. In contrast, the alignment in the continuous wave (CW) limit (termed adia-
batic alignment), i.e., for pulse durations much longer than the rotational period, directly
follows the envelope of the electric field. During the laser’s turning-on phase, each eigen
state of the field-free Hamiltonian evolves adiabatically into the corresponding state of the
complete Hamiltonian [10]. Once the laser has been turned off, the alignment is abolished.
In addition, the intermediate alignment with pulse durations between these limits can be
placed between the adiabatic and the impulsive alignment. To reach molecular alignment,
the laser system has to grant several requirements. Depending on the rotational period
and polarizability of the molecule, intensities typically larger than 1× 1010Wcm−2 are
required and the electric field must be polarized [11, 12]. The specific kind of polarization
depends on the molecule. While the alignment of symmetric molecules only requires a
linear polarization of the electromagnetic laser field, other kinds of molecules might need
an elliptical one.

Why does the necessary electric field intensity set such high requirements to the align-
ment laser-system? To understand this, one must consider the planned application of x-ray
diffraction experiments. First, the molecular or biological samples could be destroyed by
high x-ray intensities, which would alter the diffraction images. However, diffraction before
destruction or the usage of a low intensity [13, 14] can prevent this. As the alignment laser
must provide a volume of homogenously aligned molecules to the x-ray source, this subse-
quently causes further requirements regarding the minimum focus radius and the laser’s
Rayleigh length. Second, as mentioned earlier, the repetition rate of x-ray sources can be
in magnitudes of MHz and prospectively even GHz. Time-efficient measurements therefore
demand aligned molecules available at the repetition rate of the x-ray sources. The required
laser pulse duration for adiabatic alignment must be longer than the rotational period of
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3

the samples, which can already possess nanoseconds for large molecules. Considering the
required long alignment laser pulse durations of nanoseconds and the envisioned x-ray
repetition rates, a continuous alignment laser source is required. The latter would further
provide the flexibility to work with arbitrary x-ray sources, independent from their specific
and variable repetition rate.

Neglecting the duty cycle of the x-ray sources, this yields into a necessary average optical
power of 1MW. It is reasonable to assume that laser sources with such a direct output
power will not be available in the future. The issue of high average power can be dealt
with by accessing the field intensities inside of a cavity instead of outside in an outcoupled
laser beam. In a so-called enhancement cavity, which in fact every common laser resonator
constitutes, high average intracavity powers can be accessed for low resonator losses at
rather low average pump powers for the gain medium. Therefore, the gain material must
have low intrinsic losses and oscillate at wavelengths which are non-resonant to transitions
in the molecules of interest.

A laser scheme seeming suitable for such a purpose is the thin-disk laser (TDL). The gain
medium, acting as an active mirror, typically has a thickness of only a few 100µm. This
allows for a very efficient cooling from its rear side. The necessary power scaling can be
achieved by increasing the pump spot diameter, while the pump absorption of the thin gain
medium is ensured by a multi-pass pumping scheme onto the active medium.

In this thesis, the feasibility and development of a CW-TDL-system, suitable for the intra-
cavity alignment of gas-phase molecules is presented. The general concept is depicted in
Figure 1.1. Such a system will allow for a continuous adiabatic alignment of molecules. It
is further conceivable to use such a setup for the trapping and guiding of molecules and
many more strong-field physics experiments, such as CW HHG. The theoretical frame work
is introduced in Chapter 2, including a brief introduction into the required electric field
intensities for the alignment of small gas-phase molecules and summarizing the different
necessary requirements for CW TDL based alignment. Thereafter, a physical model of a
solid-state laser, in particular a TDL, is presented. The chapter ends with a focus on pos-
sible resonator internal losses and a discussion of the realizability of such a TDL based
system. Chapter 3 describes and compares the optical and thermomechanical properties
of two different host materials, Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3, which were tested as low-loss
gain materials for the laser experiments described in Chapter 4 and 5. Chapter 4 contains
the details of the used experimental setup, shortly describing the vacuum chamber but
mainly focussing on the laser system. The description of the latter covers the used optical
elements, the pump diodes as well as the different resonators. In Chapter 5 the results of
the performed measurements are presented and discussed. Intrinsic losses of different gain
materials and resonator geometries are compared. The final Chapter 6 provides a conclu-
sion and an outlook for the suggested development towards an MW intracavity power CW
laser for molecular alignment.
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4 Introduction
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Figure 1.1: Concept for CW alignment of molecules: A thin-disk pump module is part of a resonator
with high mirror reflectivities, which are required for a high intracavity power at moderate pump
powers. The complete setup is integrated into a vacuum chamber. The required intensity is en-
sured by a suitable combination of mirrors and resonator design. The x-ray and the laser beam are
colinearly overlapped, with a molecular beam perpendicular to them. To achieve a defined laser
polarization, mirrors with polarization-dependent reflectivity or optical windows at the Brewster
angle could be used. In the resonator internal focus, the x-ray pulse, the cold molecular beam and
the laser overlap. The cold molecules are adiabatically aligned for sufficient field intensities. The
alignment is probed by diagnostics like VMI. Inset: Mode averaging of a broad gain bandwidth
end-pumped laser in the resonator yields to a smooth intensity distribution.
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2. Continuous adiabatic alignment

This chapter is divided as follows. First, a basic concept of molecule alignment by the use
of lasers is introduced. Second, the requirements, arising from this theory, on a CW laser
are discussed. Third, a physical model of a TDL is presented with details on different loss
mechanisms. Finally, the feasibility of CW laser based adiabatic alignment with a TDL is
examined.

2.1 Alignment of gas-phase molecules

Tomografic reconstruction approaches and photoelectron holography experiments at molec-
ular samples typically require a high degree of aligned molecules [15, 16]. Diffractive imag-
ing of aligned molecules benefits from the use of molecular ensembles, i.e., due to the low
diffraction signal of single molecules [4, 17]. This corresponds to a narrow statistical distri-
bution of the physical properties which manifests itself in the temperature of the ensemble,
but other properties like spatial orientation, alignment and the occupied quantum state
must be controlled and selected as well [18, 19].

One of the birthplaces of the separation of quantum states can be found in Hamburg, where
Wrede, a graduate student of Stern recognized the deflection of molecular beams in an
inhomogeneous electric field [20]. Today’s molecular samples can be cooled down by a
supersonic expansion [21] into a molecular beam [22], with translational and rotational
temperatures below 1K [21, 23]. This low internal temperature leads to an occupation
of only a few quantum states. Molecules in different quantum states can subsequently be
separated by an external electric field. This is possible due to the quantum state depending
interaction of the neutral molecule’s effective dipole moment with an inhomogeneous direct
current (DC) electric field [18, 24], called Stark effect. The required field strengths for a
sufficient degree of spatial separation are in the order of 100 kV/cm.

Already the selection of lower rotational quantum states out of a molecular beam generates
a spatial alignment of the molecular ensemble. A scheme of the differences between an
isotropic, an aligned, and an oriented ensemble of molecules is illustrated in Figure 2.1. An
early concept to brute-force orient molecules was published by Loesch and Remscheidt [25]
and independently by Friedrich and Herschbach [26]. In both publications, strong DC fields
are used to align the molecule’s dipole moments along the electric field lines. This was ex-
perimentally demonstrated in the same decade [27]. The approach is known as brute-force
orientation [28]. Molecules can also be aligned in strong polarized alternating current (AC)
electric fields. This results from the interaction between the molecular anisotropic polar-
izability and a non-resonant electric field, where an induced dipole moment forces the
molecules to align along the field’s polarization. A laser could provide fields of sufficient
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6 Continuous adiabatic alignment of molecules

strength. This was demonstrated in the early 90s [29] with a Nd:Y3Al5O12 laser (30 ps,
1015Wcm−2). For small cold molecules, field intensities in the order of 1010Wcm−2 to
1012Wcm−2 are adequate. In particular, this depends on the rotational temperature of the
molecular beam [11, 12]. Previously, those high field intensities were typically delivered
by pulsed injected-seeded Nd:Y3Al5O12 lasers, with repetition rates in the order of 10Hz.
Nowadays these field strengths and high degrees of alignment can be obtained in experi-
ments at kHz repetition rates with amplified titanium-sapphire laser systems [15, 30].

The duration τlas of a Gaussian laser pulse, in which the electric field is applied to the
molecules, defines different types of alignment: adiabatic, intermediate, and impulsive
alignment. For time spans τrot� τlas much longer than the rotational period of the molecule,
the alignment is called adiabatic, as it follows the envelope of the laser intensity. The
rotational period is in the order of 10× 10−12 s for simple diatomic molecules [31] and up
to nanoseconds and longer for larger molecules [32, 33]. The intermediate regime τrot ≈
τlas can behave similarly to the adiabatic one during the pulse [33], while the impulsive
alignment with τrot� τlas differs from the adiabatic alignment by periodic revivals of the
angular confinement after the field has been turned off.

(a) (b) (c)

<cos2(θ)> = 1/3, <cos(θ)> = 0 <cos2(θ)> > 1/3, <cos(θ)> = 0 <cos2(θ)> > 1/3, <cos(θ)> > 0 

Figure 2.1: (a): Randomly aligned molecules (1,3-dichloro-2-iodobenzene - C6H3Cl2I), as they
would be present in a molecular ensemble in the gas phase. (b): Molecules which are aligned
with respect to a fixed axis, but still retain inversion symmetry. (c): In comparison to the aligned
molecules the inversion symmetry is broken for an oriented ensemble.
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Requirements of x-ray experiments with aligned molecules 7

2.2 Requirements of x-ray experiments with aligned molecules

The degree of a molecular ensemble’s adiabatic alignment by a laser beam depends on
several physical properties. It can be characterized by the thermal averaged expectation
value




cos2(θ )T
�

, with θ denoting the angle between the z-axis of the molecular frame and
the z-axis in the space fixed frame. Besides a sufficient field intensity, also the polarization
of the laser and the field distribution must be considered. The theory of molecular alignment
can be gained from various publications, like [10, 19, 34–39]. An overview is given in [10].

Properties of the electric field Figure 2.2 illustrates the necessary field intensities for
a few small molecules, which depend on the rotational constant B of the molecule or the
rotational temperature. The alignment laser must operate on wavelengths non-resonant
to electronic, rotational, and vibrational transitions in the molecules. Linearly polarized
electrical fields can only be used for one-dimensional (1d) alignment. 3d alignment of,
for instance, asymmetric top molecules, requires controllable elliptically polarized fields
and adiabatic mixed-field orientation requires the addition of a moderate DC electric field
[10, 11]. The degree of adiabatic alignment follows the envelope of the electric field [34].
It, therefore, requires the application of the AC electric field over timespans comparable to
- or much longer than - the rotational period of the molecule. The rotational periods can
range from tens of picoseconds for small molecules to nanoseconds or even microseconds
for larger molecules [31].

Special requirements for x-ray diffraction experiments Pump-probe experiments with
aligned molecules require the spatial and temporal overlap of the molecular beam, the
alignment laser and the probe pulse. In the case of an x-ray pump-probe diffraction ex-
periment, the x-ray beam is typically focused to a beam radius w0,FEL > 10µm [40] to

10
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0.9
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CH3I
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2 (θ
) T

>
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Figure 2.2: Calculated expectation value of



cos2(θ )T
�

according to [34] in dependency of the
electric field intensity for different molecules, for a rotational temperature of 0.3 K. The molecular
parameters were taken from [35, 36].
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8 Continuous adiabatic alignment of molecules

avoid radiation damage of the molecular beam which has a typical width of several mm
[14, 41, 42]. An alignment laser must provide a smooth temporal and spatial field intensity
over the interaction volume defined by the intersection of the molecular and x-ray beam to
ensure an appreciable degree of adiabatic alignment. Alignment experiments rely on molec-
ular ensembles of low rotational temperatures. Typically, such ensembles are provided by
the expansion of supersonic molecular beams into the ultra-high-vacuum [43]. The cold
molecular beam must be delivered to the interaction zone and the degree of alignment
needs to be monitored, for instance, through Coulomb explosion VMI [44]. At the current
state, the dimensions of the delivery mechanics and the VMI device require a clear space of
tens of cm around the focal point. Besides spatial overlap, diffraction experiments necessi-
tate temporal overlap between the x-ray and alignment laser. Time efficient measurements
thus benefit from a coincident repetition rate of x-ray source and alignment laser [4, 33].
Nowadays FELs can provide macro pulses at repetition rates of some 10Hz (Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS): 120Hz [45]) up to MHz in the micro bunch (X-Ray Free-Electron
Laser (XFEL): 4.5MHz [46, 47]).

Synchrotrons can operate at even higher repetition rates of up to 500MHz (Positron-
Elektron-Tandem-Ring-Anlage (PETRA), Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für
Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY) [48]), depending on the bucket filling pattern [49]. Even
repetition rates of 1GHz are envisaged for energy recovering linear accelerators [7]. The
currently available and the trend towards even higher repetition rates require alignment
laser systems for the alignment of molecules which are already suitable for operating at
repetition rates up to 1GHz and provide nanosecond pulse durations. Neglecting the duty
cycle of modern light sources, this can only be fulfilled with a CW laser beam for a repetition
rate of 1GHz and a pulse duration of 1 ns.

State-of-the-art experiments with aligned molecules Diffraction experiments of quasi-
adiabatic aligned 2,5-diiodothiophene were reported by Küpper et al. at a repetition rate of
the x-ray laser and alignment laser of 60Hz [40] and by Kierspel et al. at 120Hz [33]. Table-
top alignment experiments were performed at repetition rates of 1 kHz with an amplified
femtosecond laser system and iodobenzene molecules [15] or carbonylsulfide [30], in
addition x-ray probe experiments were demonstrated with aligned bromotrifluoromethane
at the Advanced Photon Source at 1 kHz [50]. The highest repetition rate used for the
alignment of molecules was achieved by Benko et al. where nitrous oxide was aligned at
a repetition rate of 154MHz in a fiber frequency comb laser seeded enhancement cavity
[51] but not good enough for diffractive imaging.

Continuous alignment with CW lasers has not been demonstrated yet. The average laser
power needed for the alignment of small molecules exceeds the power level of lasers which
are currently available on the market. For large biomolecules, e.g., viruses or proteins at low
sample temperatures, calculations predict that commercially available CW laser systems
with output powers up to 1 kW might be suitable for a degree of alignment which allows
to calculate the molecular structure with nm resolution from diffraction images [52].
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Thin-disk lasers and resonators 9

2.3 Thin-disk lasers and resonators

2.3.1 Physical model of a thin-disk laser

The gain material of a solid-state laser consists of a host material, e.g., a glass or a crystal
doped with optically active ions. The energy levels of the dopant determine the spectro-
scopic properties of the gain material. These energy levels are determined by the spin-orbit
interaction, the Coulomb interaction and the energy between the electrons and the nucleus
[53]. Described by the Stark effect, the energy levels are further split in Stark multiplets
which can consist of several Stark levels [54]. The single Stark levels are coupled by phonons
and a thermal equilibrium of the occupation of the energy levels is obtained. Depending
on the energetic splitting, different laser schemes can be denoted, which are depicted in
Figure 2.3. This work focuses on ytterbium doped host materials. Therefore, the discussion
is restricted to quasi-three-level systems. More details can be gained from [55–58].

The relative occupation fm,i of an energy level Em,i at a temperature t in a multiplet m with
the degeneracy gm,i is given by the Boltzmann occupation

fm,i =
1

Zm
gm,i exp

�

−
Em,i

kB t

�

(2.1)

with the partition function Zm of the canonical ensemble

Zm =
∑

j

gm,j exp
�

−
Em,j

kB t

�

. (2.2)
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Figure 2.3: Scheme of laser n-level systems (n=3, 4, quasi-3-level). The horizontal lines represent
energy levels, the height is proportional to the energy. (a) Three-level system. The laser transition
ends in the ground state. (b) Four-level system. The laser transition ends in a level which can
be quickly depopulated by phonons. (c) Quasi-three-level system. The laser transition ends in a
thermally occupied energy level. The thickness of the level represents the occupation density.
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10 Continuous adiabatic alignment of molecules

Stimulated absorption rate Knowledge of the relative occupation of the energy levels
allows to describe the absorption of pump photons according to

Wp = ( fd,pN1 − fu,pN2)σp
Ep,eff

hνp
= (σabs,pN1 −σem,pN2)

Ep,eff

hνp
. (2.3)

Here, hνp is the energy of a pump photon, N1,2 the ion density in the lower (1) and the
upper (2) multiplet with the relative occupation fd,p and fu,p of the pump level inside the
upper (u) or lower (d) multiplet, the effective pump density Ep,eff and σp the spectroscopic
cross section, which can be excluded by introduction of the effective emission cross section
σems,p and absorption cross section σabs,p at the pump wavelength λp. These effective cross
sections

σabs,p = fd,pσp (2.4a)
σems,p = fu,pσp (2.4b)

are related by the McCumber theory [59] according to

σems,p =
Z1

Z2
exp

 

Ezpl −
hc
λp

kBT

!

σabs,p. (2.5a)

Induced emission rate The induced emission rate Wl is described analogously to Equa-
tion 2.3 as

Wl = (σem,lN2 −σabs,lN1)
Er,eff

hνl
(2.6)

with the effective emission and absorption cross sections at the laser wavelength σem,l
and σabs,l respectively. Er,eff denotes the (possible) superposition of different intracavity
radiation fields, which can be influenced by the resonator scheme.

Spontaneous emission rate The spontaneous emission rate Wf

Wf =
N2

τ
(2.7)

is characterized by the lifetime τ of the transition between the two multiplets and the
occupation density N2 of the upper multiplet.

Rate equations As the occupation of the multiplets is connected by

N1 + N2 = Ndop, (2.8)

with the doping concentration Ndop, it is sufficient to consider one multiplet. The balance of
the spontaneous emission, the induced absorption and the induced emission is then given
by

dN2

dt
=

Ep,eff

hνp

��

Ndop − N2
�

σabs,p − N2σem,p
�

−
N2

τ
−

Er,eff

hνl

�

N2σem,l −
�

Ndop − N2σabs,l
��

. (2.9)
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Thin-disk lasers and resonators 11

Rate equations for the intracavity power The intracavity power Pint can be calculated
with the knowledge of the resonator roundtrip time Trt and the stored energy Qr by inte-
gration over the resonator volume Vres

Pint =
Qr

Trt
=

∫

Vres

qr
c

2Lr,eff
dV (2.10)

with the energy density qr connected to the effective power density Er,eff by

Er,eff = qr
c
n

(2.11)

with the refractive index n and the effective resonator length (optical path length)

Lr,eff = Lr +
Mr

2
(ncr − 1)lcr (2.12)

with the resonator length Lr and a gain medium of length lcr and refractive index ncr which
is passed Mr times per round trip [60, p. 304]. The gain of the active medium results in an
increase of the effective power density Er,eff according to

dEr,eff

dt
=

dEr,eff

dz
c

ncr
= Er,effg

c
ncr

(2.13)

with the gain g given by
g = σem,lN2 −σabs,lN1. (2.14)

With the previous equations it is possible to transform Equation 2.10 into

dPint
dt
= −

Pint
τres
=

∫

Vr

dqr
dt

c
2Lr,eff

dV =

∫

Vcr

gEr,eff
c

2Lr,eff
dV (2.15)

withτres as the lifetime of photons in the resonator,which defines the decay of the intracavity
power, ideally only depending on the internal resonator losses Lint and transmission losses
Toc at the output coupling mirrors which leads, for negligible internal resonator losses Lint,
from

(1− Lint)(1− Toc)Pint = exp
�

−
Trt

τres

�

Pint (2.16)

to
τres = −

Trt

ln(Roc)
. (2.17)

Here, Roc denotes the product of the reflectivities Ri

Roc =
n
∏

i=1

Ri (2.18)

of the resonatormirrors. From Equation 2.16 we can alternatively find the resonator lifetime
to be

1
τres
= −

ln(1− Lint) + ln(1− Toc)
Trt

= − (ln(1− Lint) + ln(1− Toc))
c

2Lr,eff
, (2.19)
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12 Continuous adiabatic alignment of molecules

which yields for the time derivative of the intracavity power with the gain volume Vcr

dPint
dt
= −

Pint
τres
=

c
2Lr,eff

�

∫

Vcr

gEr,effdV + ln(1− Lint) + (ln(1− Toc)) Pint

�

. (2.20)

A CW laser operates at a constant intracavity power and a fixed occupation density in the
upper multiplet according to

dPint
dt
=

dN2

dt
= 0. (2.21)

Considering this, we find for the intracavity power, as balance between losses and gain,

Pint (− ln(1− Lint)− ln(1− Toc)) =

∫

Vcr

gEr,eff, dV (2.22)

and for the constant occupation of the upper multiplet

N2 =

Ep,eff
hνp
σabs,p +

Er,eff
hνl
σabs,l

Ep,eff
hνp
(σabs,p +σem,p) +

Er,eff
hνl
(σabs,l +σem,l) +

1
τ

Ndop. (2.23)

When we combine Equation 2.22 and Equation 2.23 we find the following expression for
the intracavity power

Pint =
Ndop

− ln(1− Lint)− ln(1− Toc)
·

∫

Vcr





�

Er,eff(σem,l +σabs,l)
� Ep,eff

hνp
σabs,p +

Er,eff
hνl
σabs,l

Ep,eff
hνp
(σabs,p +σem,p) +

Er,eff
hνl
(σabs,l +σem,l) +

1
τ

−σabs,lEr,eff



dV.
(2.24)

The intracavity power is finally connected to the laser output power Pl, which is in most
cases transmitted by one mirror with the transmission Toc according to

Pint =
Pl
Toc
=

∫

Acr

ErdA (2.25)

by integration of the internal power density over the cross section of the gain medium.
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2.3.2 The thin-disk laser

The TDL was invented by the group of A. Giesen in 1992 [61, 62]. The purpose of a TDL is
the efficient conversion of a low beam quality laser diode into a laser of higher beam quality
even at large output power. Especially the conversion over a large power range is typically
not the case in common solid state laser concepts, such as bulk or rod lasers,which can suffer
from thermal induced lenses in the gain medium. The induced heat originates mainly from
the quantum defect which corresponds in this context to the energetic difference between
pump and laser photons.

In the TDL laser setup the generation of a strong thermal lense is avoided by usage of a
gain medium with a very small thickness, which is mostly in the order of only a few 100µm.
This small thickness leads to an almost 1d heat gradient perpendicular to the disk’s surface,
while the radial heat gradient, parallel to the disk’s surface, nearly vanishes.

Sufficient absorption of the thin-disk, which due to the high-reflective (HR) coating on its
backside behaves as a mirror, is achieved by a multipass pumping scheme. This is imple-
mented by a combination of a parabolic mirror and deflecting prisms [63], as sketched in
Figure 2.4. Up to 48 pump passes through the laser medium can be achieved and even 72
pump passes are envisioned [64]. This can ensure a pump power absorption larger than
90% in the gain medium.

deflecting
 prisms

active medium on 
water-cooled heat sink

parabolic mirror

outcoupling 
mirror

incoupling 
unit

optical fiber
pump beam

laser beam

resonator mode

Figure 2.4: Thin-disk laser setup [65]. The output of a fiber coupled diode laser of a low beam
quality is collimated by an incoupling unit. By a combination of a parabolic mirror and deflecting
prisms the pump beam is focused multiple times onto the thin active medium, which is glued or
soldered on a fluid-cooled heatsink.
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14 Continuous adiabatic alignment of molecules

2.3.3 Analytical model of the thin-disk laser

A key parameter of a laser is the intracavity power given by Equation 2.24. As this equation
is generally not solvable in the given form, simplifications are necessary to calculate the
intracavity power. Voss [66] and Contag [67] developed the zero-dimensional model for
the TDL. The model assumes all laser relevant properties to be homogeneous inside of the
gain medium1.

Under the assumption of a low gain per pass we find for the effective intracavity power
density Er,eff

Er,eff ≈ MrEr (2.26)

composed by the product of the intracavity power density Er and the passes through the
crystal in one resonator roundtrip Mr. The logarithm in Equation 2.22 can be approximated
for low internal losses Lint and low output coupling transmissions Toc to

− ln(1− Lint)− ln(1− Toc)≈ Lint + Toc (2.27)

and Equation 2.22 reads for a constant power density in the gain medium of the length lcr

Lint + Toc = (N2(σem,l +σabs,l)− Ndopσabs,l)Mrlcr. (2.28)

In parallel, it is possible to define for a constant pump power density Ep an effective pump
power density Ep,eff by

Ep,eff = Ep
ηabs
αlcr

(2.29)

with the attenuation (absorption) length α and the absorption efficiency ηabs, which is given
by

ηabs = 1− exp
�

−Mpαlcr
�

= 1− exp
�

−Mpσabs,p fbNdoplcr
�

. (2.30)

The factor fb denotes in this case a bleaching factor

fb = 1−
σabs,p +σem,p

σabs,p

N2

Ndop
, (2.31)

which reflects the decreasing absorption of pump powerwith the decreasing population den-
sity in the lower laser multiplet. This directly influences the Lambert–Beer law according
to

I(l) = I0 exp
�

−σabs,pNdotl fb
�

. (2.32)

For Pp→∞⇒ fb→ 0 a maximum inversion β = N2/Ndop of

βmax =
σabs,p

σem,p +σabs,p
(2.33)

1Spatial variation of the pump radiation was considered by Taira [68]. A new approach can be found in
the work of P. Wittmuess [69].
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Thin-disk lasers and resonators 15

can be obtained. The rate equation of the upper multiplet can, under consideration of
Equation 2.29, be rewritten to

dN2

dt
=

Ep

hνp

ηabs
lcr
−

N2

τ
−Mr

Er

hνl
(N2(σem,l +σabs,l)− Ndopσabs,l). (2.34)

We find with the threshold condition Toc + Lint = Mrg

N2,th = Ndot
σabs,l

σem,l +σabs,l
+

Lint,l + Tges,l

Mrl(σem,l +σabs,l)
. (2.35)

For steady state laser operation Ṅ2 = 0, Equation 2.34 becomes Ṅ = 0 and thus

N2,th =

Ep
hνp

ηabs
lcr
+Mr

Er
hνl
σabs,lNdop

Mr
Er
hνl
(σem,l +σabs,l) +

1
τ

(2.36)

for the occupation density N2 of the upper multiplet at the threshold. Both deductions of
the occupation density N2 allow to calculate the intracavity power density by

Er =
1

Toc + Lint
ηStηovηabs(Ep − Ep,th) (2.37)

with the Stokes efficiency ηSt = νl/νp, the absorption efficiency ηabs, the overlap efficiency
ηov ≈ w0/wp [70, p. 81] with the radius of the pump mode wp and of the laser mode wl ,
and the pump power density Ep,th at the threshold given by

Ep,th =
hνp
τηabs

lcrN2,th. (2.38)

The pump power at the threshold can be written as follows

Pth = ApEp,th =
Aphνp
τηabs

σabs,l

σabs,l +σem,l
Ndotlcr +

Aphνp
τηabs

Lint,l + Tges,l

Mr(σem,l +σabs,l)
. (2.39)

The threshold power includes a temperature dependent contribution for reaching trans-
parency on the laser wavelength, caused by the absorption of photons at the laser wave-
length and a contribution to compensate for the total resonator losses.

The power Pl,i transmitted by a resonator mirror with the transmission Ti (Toc =
∑

i Ti)

Pl,i =
TiEr

Ap
=

Ti

Lint + Toc
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ηoc

ηStηabsηov(Pp − Pth) (2.40)

increases from the threshold with the slope efficiency

ηsl = ηocηStηabsηov. (2.41)

The total optical-to-optical efficiency can be obtained by dividing Pl by Pp

ηopt =
Toc

Lint,l + Toc
ηStηovηabs

�

1−
Pth
Pp

�

. (2.42)
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16 Continuous adiabatic alignment of molecules

2.3.4 Optical resonators

The key for the achievement of requirements, sufficient for the intracavity alignment of
molecules, can be seen in a great extend in the underlying laser resonator. Common re-
quirements, which can be influenced by the specific resonator configuration, are the waist
or oscillation of a specific transversal mode profile. These requirements can be fulfilled by
a selection of a coordinated set of parameters, which includes the shape of the resonator,
the mirrors, distances between mirrors and further intracavity elements. A complete syn-
opsis of resonator configurations and designs is beyond the scope of this thesis and can be
found in a magnitude of textbooks [71–76]. Instead, only the main relevant properties of
resonators are introduced.

The Gaussian beam

In the simplest case, a resonator consists of twomirrors Mi with a specific radius of curvature
(ROC) ROCi separated by the distance l. If the resonator configuration is stable, a defined
set of electro-magnetic eigenmodes can be excited. These eigenmodes decay with a time
which depends on the finesse, or the quality of the optical resonator.

Starting with the Maxwell equations, which allow for the derivation of a wave equation

c2∆~E(~r, t) = ~̈E(~r). (2.43)

With the ansatz
~E(~r, t) = ~eE(~r)exp(iwt) (2.44)

the wave equation Equation 2.43 can be transformed into the Helmholtz equation

∆~E(~r) + k2 ~E(~r) = 0 (2.45)

with the angular wavenumber k = |~k|= w/c = 2π/λ and the electric field ~E. Plane waves
are a solution to Equation 2.45 with a constant amplitude over the complete space. For a
spatially restricted laser beam, the ansatz

E(~r) = E0X (x , z)Y (y, z)e(−ikz) (2.46)

with the propagation direction z is common. Together with the paraxial approximation
�

�

�

�

2ik
∂ ~E
∂ z

�

�

�

�

�
�

�

�

�

∂ 2 ~E
∂ z2

�

�

�

�

, (2.47)

which denotes the slow change of the transversal beam profile in respect to the propagation
direction z, Equation 2.45 transforms into the paraxial wave equation

Y
∂ 2X
∂ x2

+ X
∂ 2Y
∂ y2

− 2ikX
∂ X
∂ z
− 2ikY

∂ Y
∂ z
= 0. (2.48)
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This can be separated into equations for X (x , z) and Y (y, z)

�

∂ 2

∂ x2
− 2ik

∂

∂ z
X (x , z)

�

and (2.49a)
�

∂ 2

∂ y2
− 2ik

∂

∂ z
Y (y, z)

�

. (2.49b)

A complete set of solutions of Equation 2.48 is given with the Hermite polynomials Hm,n
2

in the astigmatic case by

Xm(x , z) =

√

√ w0,x

wx(z)
Hm

� p
2x

wx(z)

��

exp

�

−
x2

w2
x(z)
− i

kx2

2Rx(z)
+ i

2m+ 1
2

ξx(z)

��

(2.50a)

Yn(y, z) =

√

√

√

w0,y

wy(z)
Hn

� p
2y

wy(z)

�

�

exp

�

−
y2

w2
y(z)
− i

k y2

2Ry(z)
+ i

2n+ 1
2

ξy(z)

�

.

�

(2.50b)

Here, ξx,y denotes the Gouy-phase, describing the phase accumulation of a Gaussian beam
with respect to a plane wave

ξx,y = arctan
zx,y

z0,x,y
. (2.51)

Rx,y describes the propagation dependent radius of curvature of the beam

Rx,y(z) = z
�

1+
�zR,x,y

z

2��

(2.52)

with the Rayleigh length

zR,x,y =
πw2

x,y

λ
(2.53)

as the required distance for the beam to double its cross-sectional area, or to increase the
radius by

p
2. Equation 2.50 describes a set of solutions of the paraxial wave equations

corresponding to the fundamental Gaussian beam if n= m= 0.

By introduction of the complex beam parameter (q-parameter), which specifies the state
of a Gaussian beam at every position

1
qx,y(z)

=
1

zx,y + izR,x,y
=

1
Rx,y(z)

−
iλ

πwx,y(z)2
, (2.54)

it is, e.g., possible to rewrite Equation 2.50a into

Xm(x , z) =

� p

2/π
2mm! w0,x

�

1
2 � q0,x

qx(z)

�
1
2
�

−
q∗x

qx(z)

�
m
2

Hm

� p
2x

wx(z)

�

exp
�

−i
kx2

2q(z)

�

. (2.55a)

2Different symmetry dependent solution sets are discussed in [72]
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The Gaussian beam in a resonator

As analytical solutions of Equation 2.48 are only available for simple resonators, a general
procedure for the calculation of the resonator’s caustic is presented in the following. A
circular Gaussian beam profile can be written as

Er(z) =
1

q(z)
exp

�

−
ikr2

2q(z)

�

(2.56)

which is altered linearly with the distance of an optical system [77, p. 117]. When a
Gaussian beam passes an optical system, the q-parameter is transformed with a matrix

Mi =
�

A B
C D

�

(2.57)

according to

q2 =
Aq1 + B
Cq1 + D

(2.58)

with the solution

q± =
(A− D)±

p

(A+ D)2 − 4
2C

. (2.59)

With this, the caustic inside the resonator can be calculated [72, p. 107].

Mode spectrum The mode spectrum of a resonator with a medium with the group index
ng and the length LR is separated by the axial mode spacing, the free spectral range (FSR)

∆υ=
c

2ngLR
. (2.60)

Due to the accumulated Gouy phase shift ξ of the higher transversal modes during one
resonator roundtrip a narrower separation of the resonator mode exists. The eigenmodes
are characterized by the transverse mode indices n and m and the axial mode number q by

υnmq = υ0 + q∆υ+ (n+m)
∆υ · ξ

2π
. (2.61)

According to [78–80] the total accumulated Gouy phase shift ξ can be calculated from the
resonator’s roundtrip matrix Mres by

ξ= sgn(B) cos−1
�

A+ D
2

�

. (2.62)

Its knowledge allows to calculate the length of the cavity by observing the beat frequencies
of the different axial modes [71]. In parallel, the accumulated phase shift can be considered
in the resonator design to avoid a reduction of the beam quality which can be caused by
mode degeneracies [81–83].
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2.4 Losses in solid-state lasers

2.4.1 Measurement of resonator losses

Findlay-Clay method Findlay and Clay developed a method to determine the internal
resonator losses of an active cavity by measuring the output coupler (OC) transmission
dependent laser threshold [84]. Steady state operation of a laser requires the balance
of losses and amplification for a roundtrip in the cavity. For a laser resonator consisting
of two mirrors with the reflectivities R1 and R2, an active medium of the length lcr, the
equally distributed volume losses α and the small-signal gain at the threshold gthr this can,
according to [77], be written as

R1R2 exp(−2αlcr)exp(2gthrlcr) = 1. (2.63)

Rearrangements and the assumption of a constant optical loss α= α0 and R1 = 1 lead to

2gthrlcr = 2α0lcr − ln(R2). (2.64)

The threshold pump power Pthr can be assumed to be proportional to 2gthrlcr [60] and with
L = 2lcrα0 and the constant K, Equation 2.64 can be written as

Pthr = K (L − ln(R2)) . (2.65)

This considers only homogeneously distributed losses inside the gain medium, phenomena
like diffraction at the interfaces are neglected. A more detailed derivation considering
scattering and diffraction losses Lscat and Ldiff is shown in [60].

Caird analysis Here, resonator losses are determined by measurement of the slope effi-
ciency [85]. The slope efficiency ηsl of a laser is, according to Equation 2.40 the product of
the single efficiencies, which can include, e.g.,

ηsl = ηocηStηabsηov. (2.66)

Segregation of the latter three efficiencies to ηtot and applying rearrangements leads to

1
ηsl
=

Lint

ηtot

1
Toc
+

1
ηtot

. (2.67)

This allows to derive the resonator losses Lint from a linear fit of the reciprocal slope effi-
ciencies versus the reciprocal OC transmissions. Alternatively, a direct nonlinear fit of

ηsl =
Toc

Toc + Lint
ηtot (2.68)

can be performed. With both different fits, the internal losses as well as the total resonator
efficiency can be determined. Note, that the Caird plot may not lead to reasonable results
at higher OC transmissions, where the slope efficiency decreases due to loss processes at
high inversion densities which are not covered by the underlying rate equations [86].
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Relaxation oscillations Any disturbance of an operating laser leads to relaxation oscilla-
tions [71, 87]. The frequency of the relaxation oscillations fro is given by

fro =
1

2π

�

LintPint
TrtEsat

−
1
4

�

1
τ
+

Pint
Esat

�2
�

1
2

(2.69)

with the saturation energy Esat. For upper state lifetimes much larger than the cavity dump-
ing time, Equation 2.69, can according to [88] be rewritten as

fro ≈
1

2π

�

LintPint
TrtEsat

�
1
2

(2.70)

and rearrangements yield to

Lint ≈
4π2Trt f

2
roEsat

Pint
. (2.71)

The advantage of this method is, that the losses of the system can in principle be determined
from a single measurement. A similar method is described in [89].

The cavity linewidth The definition of the Q factor [71, 88]

Q =
υ0

δυ
= υ0Trt

2π
Lint

(2.72)

directly yields to the calculation of the losses

Lint =
2πTrt

δυ
. (2.73)

The linewidth δυ can be scanned in seeded enhancement cavities with piezo actuators. A
possible way for measuring this in active laser cavitities could be the detection of longitu-
dinal mode beating [71] with a radio frequency (RF) spectrum analyzer. The linewidth
can in principle be deduced from the linewidth of the beating. However, mode competition
effects can hinder the assignment.

The cavity lifetime The principle of measuring the resonator losses from the lifetime of
the photons in the cavity can be done with cavity ring down (CRD) spectroscopy [90].
This method is used for measuring very low absorptions or high reflectivities of cavity
mirrors [91]. When a light pulse is coupled into a cavity, the intensity in the cavity decays
exponentially by

I(t) = Iυ0
exp

�

−
t
τres

�

. (2.74)

The decay constant τres depends on the different losses of the cavity according to

τres =
n
c
·

Lr

1−
∏

i Ri + X +αl
(2.75)

and can consider besides reflection Ri and absorption losses α additional losses X .
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Spectral gain measurement The technique described by Zaho [92] is based on spectral
measurements of the laser oscillation wavelength. It does not require separate measure-
ments and can be performed at any laser output power levels, thus allowing a dynamic
optimization of the laser performance. The intracavity losses can be calculated from the
loss dependent peak gain coefficient due to the balance of losses and gain

Roc (1− Lint)exp(g(λlas)) = 1. (2.76)

Here, g(λlas) is the wavelength-dependent effective gain coefficient. Thus, the intracavity
losses can be calculated once the gain coefficient and the reflectivity of the OC are known.
The gain coefficient can be calculated by determination of the laser wavelength according
to

g(λlas) = 2Ndop lcr (βσem(λlas)− (1− β)σabs(λlas)) . (2.77)

This method allows the on-line calculation of the resonator losses, but relies on precise
measurements of the cross sections and the laser wavelength. Even though this method
might be applicable for materials with a continuous change of the laser wavelength, its
application can be difficult for materials like Yb:Y3Al5O12 with smooth gain spectra, where
only large differences can be distinguished. This is depicted in Figure 2.8 where λlas is
plotted against the total resonator losses and only large steps of resonator losses can be
spectrally resolved.

Simple approximations from energy conservation laws An estimation of the maximum
possible losses can be made by consideration of energy conservation per

ηsl ≤
Toc

Toc + Lint
ηStηsl. (2.78)

Subsequent rearrangements yield into

Lint ≤
�

ηSt
ηsl
− 1

�

Toc. (2.79)

Equation 2.78 allows to calculate an upper limit of the resonator losses by measuring the
slope efficiency for only one OC transmission. A high precision requires the use of OCs with
low and precisely determined transmissions.
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2.4.2 Losses in solid state lasers

Scattering losses Scattering can, e.g., be understood as absorption and reemission pro-
cesses of incident light, without a change of the photon energy [93]. Irregularities on sur-
faces or enclosed in volumes, cause scattering. The scattering in volumes can be calculated
for simple scatter centers, such as spheres. For diameters with λ > d/nmedium the process
is described by Rayleigh scattering, λ ≈ d/nmedium by Mie scattering and λ < d/nmedium
by geometrical scattering theory [93, p. 277]. According to [94], the Rayleigh scattering
intensity can be described by

I = I0

�

1+ cos2 (θ )
2R2

��

2π
λ

�4�n2 − 1
n2 + 2

�2�d
2

�6

. (2.80)

Here, I0 is the intensity of the incident beam, R the distance to the particle, θ the scattering
angle, n the refractive index of the scattered object with the diameter d. For molecules with
the polarizability α, Equation 2.80 simplifies to

I = I0
8π4α2

λ4R2

�

1+ cos2 (θ )
�

. (2.81)

The angular average of Equation 2.80 results in the Rayleigh cross section [95]

σs =
2π5

3
d6

λ4

�

n2 − 1
n2 + 2

�2

. (2.82)

For given cross sections, which were measured in [96] for nitrogen and theoretical values
for air gas mixtures in [97], it is possible to calculate the scattered power. For a resonator
with a length of 0.5m and a wavelength of 1µm this results into roundtrip losses of approx.
1 ppm. Concerning the resonator, scattering occurs mainly at surfaces. The simplest model
describes surface scattering at single layers. The concept of the total integrated scatter (TIS)
is based on work by Bennett [98] who determined the fraction of specular and total reflected
power as

Rs

Rt
= exp

�

�

4π cos (θ )σ
λ

�2�

, (2.83)

where Rs is the specular reflectance, Rt the total reflectance, θ the incident angle, λ the
wavelength and σ the root mean square (RMS) roughness of the surface [99]. The TIS
then follows from the classical definition with Rd = Rt − Rs as diffuse reflectance as

T IS =
Rt − Rs

Rt
= 1− exp

�

�

4π cos (θ )σ
λ

�2�

. (2.84)

The previous declarations are only valid for surfaces with a normal distributed height. Then
the RMS roughness is equal to the standard deviation of the height distribution. Further
height distributions are discussed in [99, 100]. The description of scattering in multilayer
systems involves further effects, such as inlayer scattering or radiation trapping. Theories for
scattering from multilayer systems can be found in [101–103]. In general, those methods
do not rely on simple sums of the single scattering from single surfaces due to interference
effects [104, 105]. Numerical implementations of these theories can be found in [106].
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Absorption losses Absorption in a TDL can be separated into absorption at the pump
wavelength and absorption at the laser wavelength. Essential for the laser operation is
sufficient absorption of the laser medium at the pump wavelength. Absorption at the laser
wavelength can be beneficial for transversal mode selection, as it suppresses the oscillation
of higher order modes [107]. Absorption of the laser radiation in the resonator atmosphere
decreases the slope efficiency. These losses can be calculated from the absorption cross
section of the gas mixture in the resonator. Data for gas mixtures can be obtained from
the HITRAN database [108]. The absorption of air in one 1m is up to 100 ppm between
1000nm and 1050nm and up to 1000 ppm between 1050nm and 1100nm. However, exact
predictions depend on the specific resonator and gain medium, and must consider the FSR
as well as the gain cross section.

Optical damage by small defects Absorption in optical coatings is one of the mecha-
nisms responsible for optical damage in CW lasers3. The absorption occurs due to defects,
deficient localized oxidation of the sputtered raw materials, stoichiometric deficiencies or
contaminants in the coating material [93]. The nodular defects typically have diameters in
the order of 10µm. Depending on the composition they can absorb pump or laser power. In
dependence of the local embedding of the defect in the coating structure, different thermal
processes can occur [117].

State of the art optimized ion beam sputtering (IBS) coatings can exhibit total losses of
0.2 ppm while typical sputtered coatings have losses in the order of 5 ppm to 10 ppm [118,
119]. Reduction of the absorption to 0.2 ppm is possible by annealing of the coatings [120,
121]. Possible reasons for this improvement are an improvement of crystalline properties
and grain size [122], decrease of organic contaminations, structural reconstruction or stress
relaxation of the thin films [123, 124].

Defects in the order of several µm can be modelled as circular apertures. If a Gaussian
beam with the power P and the beam radius w hits an on-axis aperture with the radius ra,
the transmitted power is given by

Ptr(r, z) = P0

�

1− exp

�

−2
r2
a

w2

��

. (2.85)

A derivation for off-axis apertures is presented in [125]. Generally, the transmission losses
Ptr/P0 are insufficient to describe the total losses at a small aperture. The field distribution
of a Gaussian beam, reflected by a surface with an aperture or hole, has a hole. When
coupling into higher order modes is avoided, the overlap between the fundamental mode
and the reflected field distribution is reduced by exp

�

−2ra2/w2
�

. This was experimentally
shown in [126]. A theoretical description of this effect is given in [79, 127]. According to
these publications, the diffraction and absorption losses of an absorbing defect on a mirror
Ldef can be approximated by

Ldef = 1− exp

�

−4
r2
a

w2

�

. (2.86)

3Details about different loss channels in optical coatings are given, e.g., in [93, 109–116].
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Transmission losses The energy balance at an optical element, neglecting absorption and
scattering, can be approximated by

T = 1− R (2.87)

with the transmittance T and reflectance R. Mirrors with reflectivities in the order of 0.99
can be based on metallic coatings. Higher reflectivities are facilitated with dielectric mirrors.
A possible mirror design is the quarter-wave stack (QWS). Such mirrors contain alternating
layers of dielectric materials with a high refractive index nh and a low refractive index
nl. If each layer in this stack has the same optical thickness t = λt/4ni for the target
center wavelength λt and the specific refractive index of the layer material ni, this results in
constructive interference of the light beams reflected at the particular interfaces. Reflection
at a single interface is described by the Fresnel equations. The description of the reflection
at a multilayer system becomes complex due to the number of different partial waves,
arising at each interface. This complexity can be avoided by the transfer-matrix method
[128]. This method allows an approximation of the reflectivity Rqws of a QWS multilayer
system with a large number N of layer pairs by [93, p. 405]

Rqws = 1− 4n0ns
n2N
l

n2(N+1)
h

. (2.88)

Here, ns is the substrate’s refractive index and n0 the refractive index of the ambientmedium.
Equation 2.88 illustrates that a high reflectivity can be achieved by increasing the number
of layer pairs N and the contrast between nl and nh. However, the number of layer pairs
cannot be increased without disadvantages. Thin dielectric sputtered layers can have a low
thermal conductivity in the order of 1Wm−1 K−1, which depends on the coating method
[129]. In particular, for TDL a further disadvantage exists due to different numbers of layer
pairs of the HR coating on the backside of the disk and the anti-reflective (AR) coating on
the frontside of the disk, which can yield to a concave form of the disk. [130].

Diffraction losses Diffraction losses Ld occur in open resonators due to the finite extend
of optical elements. No analytical solutions for the calculation of diffraction losses in gen-
eralized resonators are known. Most publications dealt with the numerical calculations of
the diffraction losses of symmetric resonators, and a few analyzed symmetric resonators
with one or two apertures or general asymmetric resonators [131, 132]. According to
[31, 60], the diffraction losses can be approximated for symmetric resonators with the
mirror diameter a by the Fresnel number F according to

Ld ≈
1
F
=
λ · Lr

a2
. (2.89)

A different estimation of the diffraction losses is proposed in [133]. Here, a Gaussian beam
with the radius w, which gets reflected from a mirror, experiences a (clipping) power loss
of exp

�

−a2/w2
�

. A general numerical approach is described in [134, 135].
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Depopulation losses Depopulation losses can be understood as processes, which depop-
ulate the upper laser level of an excited gain material [57]. Any depopulation of the upper
laser level decreases the maximum achievable gain. Effects are, e.g., amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) or the occurrence of parasitic modes and prelasing [67, 136]. In addition,
also inter-ionic energy transfers can occur especially in highly doped materials and depop-
ulate the upper laser level. These transfers are unlikely in ytterbium-doped gain materials
and explained elsewhere [88, 137]. ASE describes the amplification of a spontaneous emis-
sion without optical feedback. It becomes relevant when the spontaneous emission can be
amplified along a long optical path. The optical path can hereby be extended by internal
reflections at surfaces. Therefore, ASE is of special interest in TDLs where it results in a
decrease of the upper state lifetime. In particular, in a TDL the power scalability is achiev-
able by the increase of the pump spot diameter and might be limited by ASE [138–140]
in parallel to thermal aberrations [141, 142]. More details can be found in [143, 144].

Depolarization losses An isotropic crystal does not exhibit birefringence. However, the
temperature distribution as well as electric voltages and mechanical stress can influence the
refractive index and induce birefringence [72]. This can be disadvantageous if additional
polarization selective elements are added into the resonator. In this case, the polarization
axis can, e.g., be predetermined by a window in the Brewster angle. The induced birefrin-
gence of the active medium rotates the predetermined polarization and thus exhibits a
loss at the polarization selective element. The depolarization losses were analyzed for TDL
in [67]. The calculated depolarization losses are for a disk with a thickness of 200µm for
pump spot diameters between 1mm to 6mm in the order of 2.5× 10−4 to 5× 10−4. The
depolarization losses can be minimized by using a Faraday rotator, a λ/4 plate, a different
crystal orientation, or by adjusting the Gouy phase shift of the resonator [88, 145, 146].

Nonlinear losses In this context nonlinear losses denote losses which result from nonlin-
ear optics as well as inversion dependent losses. The latter occurs at high inversion densities
in TDL and yields to decreased laser efficiencies. Inversion dependent losses are described
in [53, 86]. Nonlinear optics describe the nonlinear response of the dielectric polarizability
in respect to the electric field. Effects by nonlinear optics can be assigned firstly to the group
of frequency mixing processes which consist, e.g., of second harmonic generation (SHG),
third harmonic generation (THG), and HHG. Another group of nonlinear processes involves
the optical Kerr effect. The intensity dependency of the refractive index n= n0 + n2I with
the nonlinear refractive index n2 can yield to different effects, such as self-focusing, Kerr-
lens mode locking, self-phase modulation or optical solitons. As n2 is for transparent glasses
and crystals typically in the order of 10−16 cm2W−1, it requires intensities of GWcm−2 for
significant variations of the refractive index [71]. Finally, if the laser power is higher than
the critical power

Pcr = 1.9
λ2

4πn0n2
, (2.90)

a whole-beam self-focusing can occur [71, 147] and lead to optical damage.
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2.5 Feasibility of continuous adiabatic alignment with thin-disk lasers

Electrical field intensity The envisioned range for the adiabatic alignment of molecules
is between an electrical field intensity of 1010Wcm−2 and 1012Wcm−2. The purpose of
diffraction experiments requires the alignment beam to cover the x-ray beam as homoge-
neously as possible. Typically, the x-ray beams can be kept at a radius in the order of 10µm
[14, 40] to avoid radiation damage at the samples by the XFEL-beams [148, 149].

A smooth field intensity distribution is required in the interaction volume of the molecular
beam, alignment laser, and x-ray beam. The optical power P of a Gaussian laser beam,
necessary to achieve a field intensity of 1010Wcm−2 at a distance of 5µm= w0,FEL from the
center in dependence of the Gaussian beam radius, is depicted in Figure 2.6. It is possible
to obtain the required field intensity at the beam radius of the FEL beam with a laser power
of 21 kW and a waist of 7µm. This corresponds to an enhanced optical peak intensity in
the center of the laser beam

Ip =
2P
πw2

0

(2.91)

of 2.7× 1010Wcm−2. In contrast, an alignment laser radius of w0,las = 25µm requires a
power of 106 kW and yields a peak intensity of 1.1× 1010Wcm−2. This large beam radius
corresponds to a smooth field intensity distribution over the interaction zone as it is shown
in Figure 2.5. Thus, a compromise must be found between a high intracavity power and
a high enhancement of the peak intensity. For a molecular beam, perpendicular to the
x-ray and alignment laser, the molecules would experience a pulse duration of 0.16µs if a
beam with a velocity of 300m s−1 was assumed [150]. The temporal derivative of the field
intensity during the pass across the alignment laser is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: (a) A Gaussian transversal intensity distribution with w0,las = 25µm. The intensity
exceeds 1010Wcm−2 in the area where the Gaussian beam overlaps the x-ray probe beam with
w0,FEL = 5µm. (b) Effective temporal derivative of the intensity for molecules passing the alignment
laser perpendicularly with different velocities.
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Intracavity alignment with thin-disk lasers The laser powers between approx. 0.1MW
and10MWwhich are necessary to realize peak intensities from 1010Wcm−2 to 1012Wcm−2

trigger the subsequent discussion of possible CW laser sources.

100 kW-class CW lasers have been realized as fiber lasers [151], as CO2 lasers [152, 153],
and as chemical DF-lasers [154]. Coherent beam combining [155] is also a viable approach
to achieve a laser output at this power level [156]. The TDL geometry has been shown to
be suited for very high CW output powers in combination with Yb3+-doped gain materials
[61]. Output powers exceeding 27 kW were demonstrated [157] and 100 kW-systems are
expected [157, 158]. However, so far these output powers of TDL and fiber lasers are only
available at beam qualities that do not allow for tight focusing, necessary to achieve the
intended focal intensities [151, 158]. In contrast, carbon dioxide or chemical lasers exhibit
good beam qualities at even higher output powers, but the huge space required by the
systems and the potentially toxic gain materials are a significant drawback for using these
systems as a mobile user facility at modern x-ray light sources. Moreover, operating and
propagating any laser at such high output power levels imposes serious safety risks. The
identified problems can be avoided by accessing the required field strengths in an enhance-
ment cavity. Enhancement cavities denote resonators, which typically enhance an external
laser seeded into a cavity. The cavity finesse, which depends on the overall optical losses of
the cavity, defines the maximum enhancement of the seeded laser. This enhancement can
be comparable to 2× 105 [159]. Passive enhancement cavities are widely used with low in-
tracavity powers in quantum optics [160], typically in combination with narrow linewidth
CW seed lasers and just recently also with pulsed lasers and high intracavity peak powers
for nonlinear optics, e.g., for HHG [161, 162]. Important key parameters of such seeded
systems are a high stability of the resonator, a narrow laser linewidth and a high-power seed
laser. Especially the operation of a high-power laser with a narrow linewidth is technically
challenging. However, the Advanced LIGO gravitational wave detector has an intracavity
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power of 700 kW, seeded with an optical power of up to 125W provided by a Nd:YAG laser
system [163], which demonstrates the general feasibility of an intracavity power close to
1MW with a passive enhancement cavity. A calculation of the achievable intracavity and
threshold pump power in dependence of the total resonator losses with a TDL for the laser
material Yb:Y3Al5O12, is depicted in Figure 2.7 (b). In this plot the impact of the bleaching
on the absorption efficiency, given by Equation 2.31, and on the threshold power given by
Equation 2.39, which is shown in Figure 2.7 (a), are considered. We can learn from this,
that an intracavity power of 100 kW can, e.g., be achieved with a pump power of 50W and
losses of approximately 5× 10−4 or with 600W of pump power and maximum losses of
approximately 5× 10−3, which therefore provides an estimation of the upper limit for the
maximum tolerable total resonator losses for a given pump power. A homogeneous longi-
tudinal field can be achieved inside the TDL resonator through multi-longitudinal-mode
operation. The different modes average out the field distribution around the interaction
point. For only a few modes a longitudinally practically homogeneous field is achieved.
Under these conditions, spatial hole burning could only occur close to the end mirrors.

Polarization of the electric field For the alignment of linear molecules a polarization
extinction ratio (PER) of 100 : 1 is typically used. Polarization selective optical elements
can induce a linear polarization. Such optical elements are, e.g., windows in the Brewster’s
angle, mirrors, with different σ and π reflectivities and un-isotropic gain materials. Losses
induced by depolarization, which were previously determined in the order of 1× 10−3

[136], must be considered. Circular or elliptical polarization eigenstates are possible, if
skewed Brewster windows [164] or non-planar ring resonators are used [165, 166].
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Special requirements for x-ray diffraction experiments Diffractive imaging of aligned
molecules requires the spatial and temporal overlap of the alignment laser, x-ray, and molec-
ular beam in UHV vacuum. This facilitates two concepts for intracavity alignment with a
TDL. The disk and the pump module could be placed outside of a vacuum chamber with
optical vacuum windows, transparent on the laser wavelength, while the remaining parts
of the resonator would be located inside of the vacuum chamber. This could be beneficial,
as it would not require special adaptations at the pump module. The disadvantages of this
solution would be that the resonator parts inside and outside of the vacuum chamber were
decoupled, which might decrease the resonator stability. In addition, the optical windows
could induce additional losses to the laser resonator and endanger the vacuum operation,
e.g., by absorption of laser power and subsequent heating. The second possibility would be
to place the complete resonator, including the disk and pump module inside of a vacuum
chamber. This would require technical modifications of the laser system, due to the lack of
convective cooling and the selection of vacuum compatible materials. However, the concept
could benefit from an increased resonator stability, possible enhanced cooling possibilities
and less sensitivity with respect to external parameters like humidity or dust.

Thin-disk laser at low doping concentration The gain must compensate the losses of
a laser during one roundtrip. Typical solid-state laser resonators operate with OC trans-
missions of a few percent. As the intrinsic resonator losses are usually magnitudes lower,
the total resonator losses can be approximated by the losses induced by transmission of
the dielectric coatings in the resonator. The calculations shown in Figure 2.7 predict toler-
able losses in the order of 10−3 to 10−4. This reduces the maximum necessary gain for the
loss compensation in comparison to typical laser resonators, which are optimized for high
output powers. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the doping concentration or thickness
of the host material. This can be beneficial in respect to the thermal management due
to an increased thermal conductivity and further energy migration losses [86, 88]. The
maximum possible inversion βmax at a given pump wavelength can be calculated from the
absorption cross section and the emission cross section according to Equation 2.33. The
gain cross section is calculated for an arbitrary inversion β � βmax as

σgain(λlas) = βσem(λlas)− (1− β)σabs(λlas). (2.92)

The steady state laser condition requires the belance of losses and gain during one roundtrip

T + L = 2σgainNdoplcr. (2.93)

This can be rearranged to

Ndot =
T + L

2σgainlcr
(2.94)

which allows to calculate the minimum required doping concentration to achieve steady
state operation. The minimum required ytterbium doping concentration is depicted in
Figure 2.9. We can learn from this, that lower doping concentration could be used to
compensate losses below 10−3. However, a decrease of the doping concentration causes
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a decrease of the absorption of the disk. To calculate this, it must be considered, that the
absorption efficiency decreases according to Equation 2.31. The absorption efficiency of
the disk can then be calculated with Equation 2.30 and is shown in Figure 2.9 (b) for a
200µm Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk and losses of 10−4. It is visible, that the doping concentrations
which would be sufficient to balance the losses by the gain are not suitable to achieve
sufficient absorption, for today’s TDLs. A further increase of the pump passes would allow
the use of thinner disks with a lower doping concentration. This, however, would increase
the requirements to the beam quality of the high-power diode pump sources, the alignment
sensitivity of the pump module and to the spherical form accuracy of the disks.
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3. The gain materials

This chapter comprises a compact introduction into the spectroscopic and the thermo-
mechanic properties of Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3. First, the general requirements for TDL
materials and the suitability of ytterbium doped host materials are discussed, which is
followed by a set of the most relevant spectroscopic and thermo-mechanic properties of
Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3. While the spectroscopy is relevant for the selection of pump
sources and the design of coatings, unsuitable key parameters like the thermal conductivity
can prevent the use of a laser material in a high-power TDL.

3.1 Requirements for thin-disk laser gain materials

A gain material can be suitable for high-power TDL, if it exhibits a high power-conversion-
efficiency, a high thermal conductivity, large absorption cross sections for available pump
sources, large gain cross-sections for low threshold-pump powers and if it is available at a
good optical quality. The highest conversion efficiency for diode-pumped solid state lasers
can be achieved for quasi-three-level systems [62]. In contrast to four-level lasers these
materials have a small quantum defect and thus a large optical-to-optical efficiency. The
laser medium must exhibit sufficient absorption cross sections which can be accessed by
available high-power laser diodes. The intended application for alignment of molecules
requires the circumvention of resonances between the alignment laser and transitions in
the molecules. Suitable for the application is therefore a laser operation in the near infrared
spectral region, especially between 800nm and 1200nm [167, p. 5]. In case of quasi-three-
level gain materials a high thermal occupation of the lower laser level must be avoided for
a high optical-to-optical efficiency. Therefore, the temperature of the laser medium must be
controlled. The quantum defect typically depicts the main contribution of heat [168, 169].
The conducted heatmust be dissipated from the disk. Therefore, a high thermal conductivity
of the gain medium is beneficial [170]. The thin disks are mounted on fluid cooled heatsinks
for efficient heat removal. A low thermal resistance of the heatsink is necessary for an
efficient cooling. Suitable materials are metal alloys or chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
diamonds [136]. The heatsink’s material benefits from a comparable coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) to avoid deformation and damage of the gain material [171]. Additionally,
the thin disk can be deformed by a different thickness of its AR and HR coating. The design
of the coatings requires knowledge of the refractive index of the gain materials. Besides
the thermal conductivity and the CTE also the refractive index n is temperature dependent.
Depending on the spatial profile of the laser and pump mode a radial varying temperature
profile can thus lead to a similar profile of the refractive index. This influences as an
additional lens the resonator stability and materials with low temperature dependence are
favorable.
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3.2 Common ytterbium-doped thin-disk laser materials

Since the first demonstration of the TDL a multitude of different host materials and dopants
were tested. The first laser material which was used in a TDL was Yb:Y3Al5O12 in 1994
[61, 172]. Since that time ytterbium-doped host materials are prevalent in commercial TDL.
Besides ytterbium, other ions were used for thin-disk materials, e.g., thulium, holmium
or neodymium [61]. A recent comparison of ytterbium doped host materials for TDL can
be found in [173], which was recently enlarged by titanium-sapphire lasers [174] and
Yb:Gd3Ga5O12 [175]. Yb:Y3Al5O12 is suitable for the TDL concept because of its small quan-
tum defect. Due to the simple energy scheme of Yb:Y3Al5O12 parasitic effects are improbable.
Furthermore, Yb:Y3Al5O12 has a thermal conductivity sufficient for high pump densities and
can be manufactured in a high optical quality. A similarmaterial is Yb:Lu3Al5O12[176–178].
For both the spectroscopic properties are comparable with but Yb:Lu3Al5O12 has the advan-
tage of a higher thermal conductivity. Output powers higher than 5 kW were demonstrated
for both materials [176]. For the generation of ultra-short pulses, gain materials with a
broad and smooth gain bandwidth are favorable. Here, Yb:Lu2O3 [179, 180] attracted at-
tention in the last decade. Its broad gain bandwidth introduces it as a suitable gain medium
for the generation of ultra-short pulses. Additionally, the high thermal conductivity allows
for high pump densities. However, crystals of Yb:Lu2O3 are, nowadays, not available at a
constant high optical quality. This is a prerequisite for commercial acceptance for high
power lasers and causes that this laser material is not used industrially.

3.3 Properties of the laser materials Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3

3.3.1 Phonons

Phonons describe lattice vibrations in solids as a quantum mechanical quantization of
excited vibrational modes. The different modes can be categorized into acoustical and
optical phonons. Acoustical phonons describe coherent movements of the atoms and opti-
cal phonons out-of-phase movements of the atoms in the lattice. Optical phonons exist in
crystals with polyatomic unit cells. In an ionic crystal this leads to opposite movements of dif-
ferent atoms, which corresponds to an oscillating electric dipole moment [31]. Electromag-
netic waves can couple to that dipole moment and the crystal is called to be infrared-active
[181]. Depending on the energy of the phonons, they can broaden electronic transition
lines or lead to unwanted pure phonon-assisted transitions between different energy levels.
This is suppressed for materials with low phonon energies. In parallel to the influence of the
phonons on the optical properties of a crystal, they effect the thermal and electrical conduc-
tivity. The published maximum phonon energies for Lu2O3 and Y3Al5O12 are 618 cm−1 and
857 cm−1, respectively [182, 183]. In general its magnitude depends on the coordination
and size of the cation site. Small cations which are located on sites with a low coordination,
are bound more strongly than on high coordinated sites with a larger vibrational energy.
This description is consistent as the unit cell of Y3Al5O12 contains tetravalent sites.
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3.3.2 Thermal conductivity

The thermal conductivity can be expressed as integration up to the Debye frequency ωD

λth =
1
3

∫ ωD

0

cv(ω)v
2
s (ω)τ(ω)dω, (3.1)

with the heat capacity cv, the speed of sound vs and the mean relaxation time t. In dielectric
crystals the relaxation time is mainly determined by scattering at defects, by Umklapp
processes or phonon-phonon interaction [181] which contribute according to

1
τ
= Aω4 + Bω2 =

V
4πv3

ci(Mi −
∑

i ci Mi)2
∑

i ci Mi
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ε

ω4 + Bω2. (3.2)

to the relaxation time. The first summand of Equation 3.2 describes the scattering at point
defects with the constant A. Additionally, V denotes the atomic volume and the second
term describes with the element’s/dopant’s specific concentration ci and masses Mi the
strength of the scattering at point defects which are combined to the parameter ε. For the
two hosts the process of ε is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). The second summand of Equation 3.2
describes with the constant B the Umklapp processes. If no other processes contribute to
the relaxation time, Equation 3.1 can be transformed [53, 184], under the condition of
temperatures above the Debye temperature, into

λth = (Cλc=1 + (1− C)λc=0)
1
χ

√

√T
ε

arctan
�

χ

s

ε

T

�

. (3.3)

Within Equation 3.3 all parameters were combined into χ and additionally depend on the
introduced scattering parameter ε. A fit to data of [53, 176, 180] is depicted in Figure 3.1
(b).
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Figure 3.1: (a) Normed scattering parameter ε for Yb:Lu2O3 and Yb:Y3Al5O12 according to Equa-
tion 3.2. (b) Doping concentration dependent thermal conductivity. Data taken from [53, 180].
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3.3.3 Coefficient of thermal expansion

The CTE is inverse proportional to the bond energy of the material. Therefore, solids with
higher bond energies typically have a low thermal expansion, a high melting point and vice
versa [185]. Data of the CTE of Yb:Y3Al5O12 exists since decades. This interest was mainly
motivated by research for cryogenic ytterbium lasers [168, 186, 187]. Data for Y3Al5O12 for
the temperature range higher than 25 ◦C was measured interferometrically for a wavelength
of 633nm by Larionov [136]. The data can be described by a fit according to

αth(T ) = 9.46 · 10−6
�

1− exp
�

−
T

191.2

��1.71

. (3.4)

However, the mathematical description of this fit, which is depicted in Figure 3.2, is with-
out any physical meaning. A general theoretical description can be found in the work of
Reeber [188–191]. In contrast to Y3Al5O12, the CTE of Lu2O3 was not of high interest in
the past. Most publications rely on data published by Gmelin [192]. Here, a value for αth
of 8.6× 10−6 K−1 is specified. Two samples of a 1.5 at.% doped Yb:Lu2O3 were polished by
Forschungsinstitut f. Mineral u. Metallische Werkstoffe Edelsteine Edelmetalle (FEE). One
sample was analyzed by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) with a phase-
stepping interferometer [193]. The second sample was analyzed by P.A. Loiko at the Tech-
nical University of Minsk with a dilatometer. The results are depicted in Figure 3.2. Details
of the measurement can be found in the corresponding publication [194]. A cubic fit was
performed by the PTB according to

αth(T ) = −1.69× 10−6 K−1 + 4.51× 10−8 K−2T − 7.3× 10−8 K−11T 2 + 3.68× 10−14 K−11T 3.
(3.5)

Note, that the polynomial fit in the publication did not include the data from the PTB. The
PTB measured a CTE of 5.88× 10−6 K−1 at room temperature.
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Figure 3.2: Coefficient of thermal expansion of undoped Y3Al5O12 and 1.5 at.% doped Yb:Lu2O3.
The function for Y3Al5O12 originates from a fit by Larionov [136] according to Equation 3.4.
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3.3.4 Refractive index

The refractive index n describes the decrease of wavelength and phase velocity of an elec-
tromagnetic wave in a medium in comparison to vacuum. In a microscopic view, this
deceleration is caused by a phase shift of a reemitted wave by the electrons of the medium
in contrast to a laser, where the photons are emitted in phase. This makes it difficult to
relate the refractive index of a crystal to its crystallographic properties. However, for glasses,
the refractive index typically increases with its density [195].

The disk acts as an active mirror, it has an HR dielectric coating on its backside and an AR
dielectric coating on its front side. The optimal selection of the dielectric coating materials
to design the required reflectivity requires knowledge of the refractive index of the substrate,
or in this case of the laser disk [196]. In parallel, also the temperature dependency of the
refractive index is important. This is described by the thermo-optic coefficient ∂ n/∂ T . A
non-constant temperature profile of the thin-disk yields to a varying refractive index, which
acts like a thermally induced lens [197].

The refractive index can be measured by the minimum deviation method [128]. A current
description of the refractive index of Lu2O3 was done by Zelmon et al.[198]. Their measure-
ments were fitted with a temperature dependent Sellmeier equation [199]. The refractive
index of Y3Al5O12 was analyzed by Haynes et al. [200]. They performed the measurements
of the wavelength dependent refractive index for different doping concentrations up to
10 at.% ytterbium. The analysis revealed an increase of the refractive index by 1.6× 10−4

per at. % ytterbium in the near infrared. For a constant wavelength the temperature depen-
dency of the refractive index for Lu2O3 can be calculated from the temperature dependent
Sellmeier equation. For Y3Al5O12 measurements at a fixed wavelength were performed for
633 nm and 1064nm by Aggarwal and Zelmon [198, 201] for temperatures between 80K
and 300K. The fits of their measurements are shown with the partial derivative in respect
to the temperature in Figure 3.3 (b).
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3.3.5 Energy levels of trivalent ytterbium in Lu2O3 and Y3Al5O12

Details and compositions about different assignments and measurements of energy Stark
levels in Yb:Y3Al5O12 can be found in a number of publications [53, 65, 182, 203, 204]. A
set of levels which is commonly used, was measured by Bogomolova [202] for a ytterbium
doping concentration of 1 at.%. The corresponding energy levels Ei are depicted in Fig-
ure 3.4 (a) together with the relative occupation in the specific multiplet Ni/Ntot calculated
at a temperature of 300K.

Themeasurement of Bogomolova determined the zero-phonon line (ZPL) to be at 968.34 nm.
The ZPL assignment can be compared with the absorption properties of the laser material.
However, as most spectroscopic experiments are performed at room temperature, small
differences have to be expected [202]. Böttger measured a thermal shift of the ZPL of
0.271nm for temperatures between 3K (968.571 nm) and 300K (968.842 nm) in vacuum
and Voss a shift of 3 pmK−1 for temperatures higher than 213K [66]. The fixing of the ZPL
at room temperatures varies in the literature between 968.8 nm and 968.9 nm [67, 136].

Data for Yb:Lu2O3 was measured by Mix, Peters and Guyot [182, 205, 206]. A comparison
of the three datasets with the absorption spectrum showed the highest compatibility with
the data by Mix, even though the data by Peters is used in literature more frequently. The
assignment of Mix is shown in Figure 3.4 (b). The measured wavelength of the ZPL of
Yb:Lu2O3 by Mix is 975.61 nm.
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3.3.6 Lifetime of the excited multiplet

For the planned CW operation, the knowledge of the upper state lifetime of a laser material
has mainly one motivation. Its determination is required for the calculation of the emission
cross section with the Füchtbauer–Ladenburg equation. The fluorescence lifetime τ can
be determined by measuring the time dependent decay of the fluorescence intensity I(t)
after an excitation and an initial intensity I0 according to

I(t) = I0e−
t
τ . (3.6)

The lifetime should be measured with the pinhole method for quasi-three level systems
because of radiation trapping [65, 207]. Doping concentration dependent lifetimes can be
seen in Figure 3.5. The lifetime of Yb:Y3Al5O12 remains nearly constant on a value of approx.
950µs to a doping of 80%. When all yttrium ions are replaced by ytterbium the lifetime
decreases to 850µs. The constant trend up to high doping concentrations contradicts with
the measurement by Peng [204]. Furthermore, Contag measured a strong decrease of the
lifetime with an increasing doping concentration for Yb:Y3Al5O12 [67].

Due to the measured strong decrease of the interatomic distances, a change of the local
crystal field could be expected. A different trend shows Yb:Lu2O3 with the data measured by
Peters [180]. From a doping of approx. 3% and a value of 820µs, an increasing behaviour
can be seen up to a lifetime of 970µs. The reason for this effect could not be explained yet,
but a link to an increased radiation trapping or a change in the local crystal field cannot
be ruled out [180].
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3.3.7 Absorption cross sections

If an initial photon flux Φ0 passes an isotropic medium, the flux Φ changes according to

dΦ
dz
= −αΦ0 (3.7)

with the absorption coefficient α, which is solved by the Beer-Lambert law

Φ = Φ0e−α(λ)lcr . (3.8)

To obtain a form which is independent of the doping density ndop, a total cross section can
be introduced by

σtot =
α(λ)
Ndop

= σabs +σscat +σlum. (3.9)

The total cross section σtot includes the sum of absorption σabs, scattering σscat and lumines-
cence cross section σlum. The absorption cross section can be calculated with the measured
transmission T = Φ/Φ0 at a length lcr, which allows the determination of the absorption
cross section according to

σabs =
ln (T )

lcr · Ndop
. (3.10)

The transmission measurements were done with a Cary 5000 UV-VIS NIR. The results are
depicted in Figure 3.6. It is recognizable, that the ZPLs of both materials can be pumped,
e.g., by InGaAs diode lasers, which are commercially available with high output powers.
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3.3.8 Emission cross sections

The emission cross sections are typically constructed with the McCumber relation [59] and
the Füchtbauer-Ladenburg relation [208]. The McCumber relation connects the absorption
cross section σabs with the emission cross section σem according to

σem(λ) = σem(λ)
Zl

Zu
exp

 

EZPL −
hc
λ

kBT

!

. (3.11)

In this equation EZPL denotes the energy of the ZPL and T is the temperature of the absorp-
tion measurement. An alternative possibility to determine the emission cross section is the
Füchtbauer-Ladenburg relation, according to

σem(λ) =
λ5

8πcn2τrad

I(λ)
∫

I(λ)dλ
, (3.12)

with the spectral shape of fluorescence light I(λ). Emission cross sections are typically
constructed by a combination of both methods. The McCumber relation in Equation 3.11
is used for the determination of the absolute cross sections. The results of the Füchtbauer-
Ladenburg method are adjusted to the ones by the McCumber equation for long wave-
lengths. Vice versa, the absorption cross sections can be constructed from the emission
cross sections to reduce the SNR at long wavelengths, as it is depicted in the inset of Fig-
ure 3.6.

The emission cross sections are shown for both laser materials in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Emission cross sections of Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3. The data for the partition functions
was taken from Bogomolova [202] and Peters [205] for Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3, respectively.
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3.3.9 Gain cross sections

The gain cross section σgain allows predictions about the expected central laser wavelength
in dependence of the total resonator losses. This is essential for the mirror coating design
and the thermal management of the laser system. It specifies the minimal length, or doping
concentration required for the balance between the total resonator gain and the losses
according to Equation 2.93. The gain cross section can be calculated from Equation 2.92.
Vice versa, the required inversion can be calculated for a laser wavelength λlas from

β(λlas) =

L
Mr lcrNdop

+σabs(λlas)

σabs(λlas) +σem(λlas)
. (3.13)

The gain cross section of Yb:Y3Al5O12 und Yb:Lu2O3 can be seen in Figure 3.8. For Yb:Lu2O3

the calculation was done for two different partition functions from Mix and Peters. The
absorption spectrum was calculated from the emission spectrum by the McCumber relation.
This increases the SNR for long wavelengths. The gain cross section shows, that both
materials, in principle, even allow laser operation around 1100nm for low inversions of
5× 10−3. However, because of the low required losses, these wavelengths can typically not
be seen in usual laser experiments.

At the threshold the laser tends to oscillate at the wavelength of its lowest required inversion.
Here, Equation 3.13 in principle, allows, to include even wavelength dependent losses. The
lowest inversion can be found mathematically by searching for the global minimum. A
calculation of the threshold’s laser oscillation wavelength in dependence on the inversion,
and according to Equation 3.13 thus on the doping concentration Ndop and on the total
resonator losses L, is presented in Figure 2.8.
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4. Experimental setup

The laser experiments not only consisted in the implementation, but also in the design, set
up and characterization of TDL resonators with different gain materials. In this chapter,
the focus lies on the laser-experiment’s setup. First, the available pump sources at that time
are depicted. Then, the thin disk’s preparation, including, e.g., polishing or contacting is
described. The chapter is completed with the presentation of certain methods, such as the
determination of the intracavity focus or the measurement of the laser disk’s surface maps,
by which the resonators may be characterized.

4.1 The InGaAs pump laser diodes

Two different TDL modules (IFSW Stuttgart) with 24 pump passes were employed for the
laser experiments. For pump powers up to approx. 70W and 700W pump spot diameters
of 1.2mm and up to 3.6mm were used, respectively. Depending on the gain material, four
pump sources based on fiber coupled InGaAs laser diodes with fiber diameters of 600µm
were available. The properties of the diodes are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Spectral profile of (a) the DILAS IS45.1(VBG) diode and (b) of the the DILAS Compact
400(VBG) diode. Both diodes exhibit a shift of the Gaussian peak central wavelength of approx.
8 pm ◦C−1.
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42 Experimental setup of the laser experiments

Pump sources for Yb:Y3Al5O12 For Yb:Y3Al5O12 two different diodes were available. For
a pump target wavelength of 941 nm, one diode laser with two internal diode bars for
pump powers up to 75W with a central wavelength of 938 nm was used (Jenoptik, JOLD-
75-CPXF-2P). This diode was employed with a 600µm fiber to ensure the required pump
spot diameter for the available imaging optics. The usage of a 600µm fiber instead of a
400µm fiber is beneficial, because the larger fiber core diameter homogenizes the diode
laser (optical stacking) and reduces the numerical aperture. The wavelength of the diode
laser was adjusted to 941nm with two water-cooled thermoelectric Peltier elements, which
were placed below the diode bars. The temperature was set to 35 ◦C for the experiments
with this laser diode. Emission profiles for the JOLD-75 diode can be found in [53, p. 105].

For the ZPL of Yb:Y3Al5O12 of 968.8 nm a pump power up to 700W was available from a
volume Bragg grating (VBG) stabilized diode (DILAS,IS45.1-VBG). The electrical power
supply of the laser diode was ensured by a high stability driver (Delta Elektronika, SM66-
AR-110). The wavelength of the laser diode was adjusted by the cooling-water temperature
of the diode system [209, 210]. The regulation of the pump wavelength was necessary as
968.8 nm could only be obtained for a diode current of 35A at a cooling temperature of
25 ◦C. The wavelength of the pump source was measured with an optical spectrum analyzer
(Yokogawa, AQ6370C). This allowed the automatic adaptation of the water chiller’s cooling
temperature with LabView. The water temperature was for this purpose controlled with
a high stability chiller (Lauda, WC2000W). With this, the central wavelength could be
shifted with a temperature dependence of 8 pm ◦C−1 within the recommended cooling
range between 10 ◦C and 40 ◦C. The temperature dependent shift of the central wavelength
is depicted in Figure 4.1 (a). In addition, the diode current dependence of the Gaussian
peak central wavelength and the peak’s FWHM are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Current dependent (a) shift of the peak wavelength and (b) peak FWHM of the emission
bandwidth for two different water cooling temperatures for the IS45 diode laser.
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Preparation of the thin laser disks 43

Jenoptik Jold 50 Jenoptik Jold 75 DILAS Compact 400 DILAS IS45.1

Max. power (W) 55 70 450 700

Central wavelength (nm) (25 ◦C) 980 938 975.6 968.8

Spectral bandwidth (nm) (FWHM) 2.3 5 0.40 0.23

Fiber diameter (µm) 600 400 600 600

Numerical aperture 0.22 0.22 >0.22 <0.12

Comments used with 600µm fiber inaccurate fiber incoupling

Table 4.1: Relevant properties of the pump sources which were used in the experiments.

Pump sources for Yb:Lu2O3 Two pump sources were available for Yb:Lu2O3. A diode
laser (Jenoptik, JOLD-50-CPXF-2P) for pump powers up to 50W and wavelengths between
972nm and 985nm was used to pump the ZPL of Yb:Lu2O3 at 976 nm. The temperature
of the diode bars had to be adjusted between 20 ◦C and 8 ◦C for this purpose. Emission
profiles for this diode can be found in [180]. Pump powers up to 440W were provided
by an integrated VBG stabilized diode laser system (DILAS, Compact 400/600) with a
central wavelength of 975.56 nm. A spectrum of the diode is depicted in Figure 4.1 (b). It
is noticeable, that the FWHM of the Compact400 system is twice as broad as the one from
the newer IS45. This could have been caused by further development at the VBGs. Despite
the comparable wavelength shift of approx. 8 pm ◦C−1, the center could only be shifted to a
wavelength of approx. 975.6 nm, because of the accessible cooling range of the integrated
diode laser system. Furthermore, a sub-optimal fiber-in-coupling of the laser diode caused
a donut shaped intensity profile at the fiber nearfield.

4.2 Preparation of the thin laser disks

Gain materials Yb:Y3Al5O12 disks with a ytterbium doping concentration of 7 at.% were
obtained from Dausinger + Giesen (D+G). The disks from D+G had a specified thick-
ness of 220µm and an average ROC of approx. 5m. Details about soldering and coating
of the disks were not provided, however the use of gold coated copper–tungsten alloy
heatsinks (W80/Cu20, cf. [136]) can be presumed. Additional Yb:Y3Al5O12 disks and a
Yb:Lu3Al5O12 disk with a doping concentration of 10 at.% were provided by the Deutsches
Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR). These disks were polished and coated by LAY-
ERTEC and soldered at 315 ◦C on copper-tungsten alloy heatsinks (W80/Cu20) from WHS
Sondermetalle (WHS) with solder by GPS Technologies GmbH.

Rawmaterial of Yb:Lu2O3 was not commercially available in a high optical quality. Therefore
3 at.% doped crystals were grown for this purpose in the Institut für Laser-Physik (ILP)
with the heat exchanger method (HEM). In-growth annealing allowed to obtain color
free crystals. Despite that, investigations of the boules under crossed polarizers showed
significant birefringence. Strong depolarization of the disks was confirmed by the IFSW
Stuttgart. Details about the HEM crystal growth can be found in [180].
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Polishing The disks must be lapped to a thickness of a few 100µm and polished to de-
crease scattering losses. All Yb:Lu2O3 disks were lapped and polished by FEE. Despite less
inclusions and defects in comparison to previous crystals, the disks were difficult to polish,
due to braking shivers from the edges. Measurements by FEE with laser scanning micro-
scope at comparable crystal samples yielded a RMS roughness of approx. 5 nm. In contrast
to that, investigations on coated disks with a white light interferometer (WLI) at DESY
exhibited a RMS roughness between 0.4 nm and 2nm. This is consistent with observations
from LAYERTEC, who observed that polishing of Yb:Lu2O3 was more challenging compared
to Yb:Y3Al5O12 [211]. A higher sensitivity to fracture, caused by larger mechanical stress
from the HEM method could be the reason [211].

Coating All coatings on the disks were sputtered at LAYERTEC. For that purpose, the
standard procedures for Yb:Y3Al5O12 had to be adapted to Yb:Lu2O3. The number of layer
pairs of the HR coating was increased to ensure a reflectivity larger than 0.9999 for
wavelengths between 1000nm and 1100nm. In addition, also the reflectivity of the ZPL
pumpwavelength at 976 nmwas designed to be larger than 0.9999 for an angle of incidence
(AOI) up to 25°. Increase of the layer pairs can be beneficial for disks on diamond heatsinks.
These disks are glued onto the diamond and the transmission of the HR coating can depict
a substantial loss. The AR coating was designed to have a reflectivity lower than 0.2% from
1030nm to 1080nm and lower than 0.5% for 976 nm and an AOI between 10° and 43°.
The calculated influence of the number of layer pairs is depicted for an exemplary coating
in Figure 4.3. The calculations show, that already QWS systems with approx. 15 layer-pairs
can achieve reflectivities in the order of 0.9999.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Calculation of the reflectance of a QWS coating structure, designed for a center
wavelength of 1µm. (b) Dependence of the transmission on the number of oxide layer pairs. The
refractive indices of the oxide layer materials were taken from [212].
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Contacting Details about different contacting methods can be obtained from [136, 173,
213]. The contacting of the Yb:Lu2O3 disks was done with two methods. Three disks were
contacted on CVD diamond heatsinks by D+G. This contacting has mainly two advantages.
First, because of the stiff contacting method, the ROC of the disk remains nearly constant for
different pump intensities [214]. This is beneficial for the resonator design, as no dynamic
changes of the disk’s variable lens must be considered. Additionally, the thermal manage-
ment can be improved because of the high thermal conductivity of the CVD diamond [173].
The disadvantages are the production costs of the heatsinks and mechanical stress for an
increased pump intensity because of the stiff contacting and the different CTEs. Most of
the unsoldered Yb:Lu2O3 disks showed an ROC between 0.5m and 1m. Therefore, CVD
diamond heatsinks with a comparable ROC were used in order reduce the mechanical stress
in the crystal-diamond system during laser operation.

Until then, copper-tungsten alloy heatsinks (W80/Cu20) with a CTE of 8.8× 10−6 K−1 were
used for Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3. In this work, the PTB refined the CTE of Yb:Lu2O3 to
5.88× 10−6 K−1. Therefore, W90/Cu10 (pseudo) alloy heat sinks were used. Those are
with a CTE of approx. 6.5× 10−6 K−1 better suited than W80/Cu20. The heat sinks were
galvanically coated with 3µm nickel and 1µm gold by WHS to ensure the wettability for
the soldering [136]. Alternatively, a tungsten high density alloy (W90NiFe/W90NiCu) with
a CTE of 5.8× 10−6 K−1 could be used. The disks were soldered onto the heatsinks by D+G.
It must be noted that D+G observed irregularities of the heatsinks and a lower contact
of the disks as usual. The irregularities (small bubbles) can also be seen in the Nomarski
interference contrast image in Figure 4.4. With this method, optical path differences (OPDs)
become visible as image contrast. An insufficient wetting and contact between disk and
heatsink has impact on the thermal resistance of the system, which finally might have been
lower than expected.

100 µm

(b)

Heatsink
Metallization
HR-coatingThin disk

AR-coating
λ lasλpump

Solder

(a)

Figure 4.4: (a) Top: Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk soldered on a copper-tungsten alloy heatsink. Bottom: Scheme
of the different layers of the thin-disk. (b) Nomarski microscope image of the disk’s rear side, which
shows the roughness and the insufficient contacting of the heatsink/metallization system.
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4.3 Characterization of the laser resonators

4.3.1 Wavefront measurements

A Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor (SHWFS) measures the local tilt of an incident wave-
front [215, 216]. The spatial resolution is determined by the pitch of a micro-lens-array,
which images the local tilt of the wavefront on a camera sensor. A subsequent mathematical
fit of the wavefront with Zernike polynomials allows to analyze the profile and to recon-
struct the wavefront. To obtain a height profile of a surface, the sample must be illuminated
and imaged onto the CMOS sensor.

This was done with the optical setup depicted in Figure 4.5. A diode pumped Nd:YAG
(Altechna, DPSL1064) with a wavelength of 1064nm was used as illumination. The further
setup consisted of two telescopes and a beam splitter. The first telescope with f1 = 25 mm
and f2 = 100mm was used for the adjustment of the beam size on the disk and to obtain a
flat wavefront.The second telescope with f3 = f4 = 200mm imaged the disturbed wavefront
onto the SHWFS. A flat super polished mirror (ATFilms) was used as reference to correct
for any remaining optical disturbances of the optical system. The determination of the
radius of curvature and additional optical perturbations of the disk were done using the
software MrBeam (LL Göttingen).

In principle, the presented optical setup would also be suitable for the live survey of disks
inside of a resonator. However, this would require a bandpass filter at the illumination
laser wavelength to suppress the fluorescence originating from the pumped laser disk.
Preliminary tests with a laser line filter for 1064nm were unsuccessful because of strong
wavefront distortions by the filter, which could not be compensated.
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Figure 4.5: Setup for the determination of ROC of laser disks. The right part shows the measured
data for mirrors with defined ROC.
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4.3.2 Intracavity beam radius

The intracavity peak intensity depends on the Gaussian beam waist w0 according to

Ip =
2P
πw2

0

. (4.1)

Therefore, measurement of the intracavity beam radius is essential to ensure intensities
which are sufficient for the adiabatic alignment of molecules. However, measurement of
the intracavity caustic must be noninvasive in respect to the intracavity laser beam. In
principle, an optical imaging system behind the OC mirror could be used for this purpose.
By measuring of the far field beam divergence angle θ it is possible to calculate the Gaussian
beam radius w0 with the beam quality M2 according to

w0θ

4
= M2λ

π
. (4.2)

It must be considered that the beam gets disturbed by the OC. This can be avoided by
an imaging system set up perpendicular to the laser beam. As no direct beam can be
imaged here, only light-matter interaction can be observed. In case of a laser resonator
in air, this corresponds to Rayleigh or Mie scattering at atmospheric molecules or larger
particles. This direct measurement has the advantage that in comparison to Equation 4.2,
knowledge of the precise beam quality is unnecessary. The Rayleigh scattering cross section
depicts losses in the order of a few ppm for meter long cavities in air at a wavelength of
1µm. Because of the low losses, this makes it ideal to image the intracavity beam radius. In
principle, this scheme is also applicable for a cold molecular beam in vacuum, given that the
scattering cross section of the molecules is large enough to scatter enough photons for the

CCD camera
      40 mm lens tube

    5x microscope
              objective

XYZ translation stage 
for focus adjustment

f2 = 5 cm f1 = 2.5 cm 

Thin disk

Rayleigh scattering at 
atmospheric molecules

Focus 

Figure 4.6: Left: Setup for the determination of the intracavity focus size. Right: Successive images
of a resonator’s internal focus with an exposure time of 30 s. The white circles show particles, moving
towards or trapped in the focus.
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complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) camera [217]. A patent, describing a
similar application can be found in [218]. A scheme of the setup is shown in Figure 4.6. The
determination of the focus radius was carried out utilizing a CMOS camera (The Imaging
Source, DMK 23UP031m) with a quantum efficiency of approx. 2% at a wavelength of
1µm. The Rayleigh scattering of the intracavity beam was imaged onto the CMOS sensor
through a 4 cm lens tube and a 5× microscope objective (Mitutoyo, 5× Plan Apo Infinity
Corrected Long WD Objective). The optical setup was calibrated with a 1mm microscope
scale. With this, the resolution of the final setup was determined to 1.56µm per pixel. The
setup can suffer from vibrations, which can, e.g., originate from the cooling water supplies.
These vibrations can influence the laser resonator as well as the optical imaging setup. The
inaccuracy was determined to be in the order of 2µm for CMOS exposure times of 30 s.
The workflow can be described as following: first, the resonator’s internal focus had to be
localized. This was possible, as high-field-seeking particles experienced a dipole force and
moved towards the highest optical intensity and were trapped for several seconds until
they burned [219, 220]1. Centering and focusing at this point defined the focal plane and
the position of the intracavity focus. Subsequently, images were recorded with an exposure
time of 30 s for a high SNR. A successive series of images can be seen in the right part of
Figure 4.6. The exposure times were caused by the low amount of scattered photons the low
sensitivity of microscope and CMOS sensor for wavelengths longer than 1µm. More than
99% of the images were overexposed by the strong light scattering from larger particles.
The particle free images were aligned and a background signal was subtracted. The profiles
were fitted with a Gaussian function in the form

I(x) = B + a exp

�

−
2(x − x0)2

w2

�

(4.3)

considering a background B and center x0. This procedure was subsequently repeated
over the entire beam. The Gaussian radii in the propagation direction of the laser were
approximated by a function according to

w(z) = w0

√

√

1+
�

zx + z
ZR

�

(4.4)

to determine the longitudinal position zx , the radius of the beam waist w0 and the Rayleigh
length ZR. The setup could be improved by the use of a charge-coupled device (CCD) or
CMOS cameras with a higher sensitivity at 1µm to reduce the exposure time and sensitivity
to external vibrations.

Beam quality The parameter M2 is commonly used as a beam quality factor. A further
insight into description of the beam quality using the entropy can be found in [221]. The
beam quality M2, according to Equation 4.2, was determined with a commercial beam
profiler (Ophir, M2-200). The M2 parameter was monitored after re-alignment and during

1The same effect can lead to the observation of dust particles which are pulled towards mirror surfaces.
Here they can get burned and decrease the laser performance.
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the laser experiments in parallel by measurement of transversal mode beating between
the fundamental mode and corresponding higher order modes [71] with a RF analyzer
(Agilent, N9320B). The different axial and transversal modes generate a beating in the
frequency spectrum. In case of the axial modes this corresponds to the FSR ∆υ, as shown
in Figure 4.7. Thus, measurement of the radio frequency spectrum of the laser beam allows
calculating the resonator length with Lr = c/2∆υ. According to Equation 2.61 also the
higher transversal eigenmodes can become visible in the frequency spectrum and allow
thus an approximation and live-monitoring of the beam quality. Vice versa, a comparison
with Equation 2.62 shows, that the measurement of the transversal mode spacing allows
to calculate properties, like the ROC of optical elements in simple resonators.

Resonator alignment and data acquisition The resonators were set up with vacuum-
compatible high-stability open-loop piezo-controllable optical mounts (Newport, 8817-8-V)
on motorized XYZ-stages. The alignment was done automatically with LabView. For this
purpose, the value and the slope of the output power was measured for variations of all axes.
Subsequently the position of the maximum output power was approximated with sufficient
agreement in comparison to manual alignment. Together with the output power and diode
operation parameters, also other values weremonitored and saved in LabView. This includes,
e.g., the spectrum of the laser with a fast spectrometer (OceanOptics, HR2000+) or slower
and with a higher precision with an optical spectrum analyzer (Yokogawa, AQ6370C).

Measurement of output and intracavity power Different power meters were used for
determination of the pump power Pp and the laser power Pl. This was necessary due to
different power levels, which exceeded the dynamic range of single power meters. The
power meters which were used for the characterization of lasers and pump diodes are
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Figure 4.7: (a) Measurement of the axial modes’ beating, which corresponds to a resonator length
of 48 cm. (b) Influence of the movement of a piezo actuator by approx 1.5µm on the beating.
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Name PD300-UV LM-3 LM-100 LM-1000

Manufacturer Ophir Coherent Coherent Coherent

Spectral range (nm) 200 – 1100 250 – 10600 250 – 10600 250 – 10600

Power range 20 pW – 300mW 10mW – 3W 100mW – 100W 1W – 1kW

Resolution 1 pW 10µW 10mW 20mW

Calibration wavelength (nm) 1064 10600 10600 10600

Cooling n.a. air air water

Sensor silicon thermopile thermopile thermopile

Table 4.2: Overview about the power meters which were used in the laser experiments.

listed in Table 4.2. A comparison of the diode calibration curves for different power meters
can be found in the appendix. The intracavity power was determined with Pint = Pl/Toc.
It has to be noted that an older publication suggested the measurement of the Rayleigh
scattering for the determination of the intracavity power [222].

Disk temperature measurement The temperature of the front side of the coated laser
disks was measured with a thermographic camera (Flir, SC645). To correct for the tempera-
ture dependent and laser material specific emissivity, a calibration curve was measured. For
this purpose, the disks were heated to a specific temperature Tdisk on an electric stove, which
was controlled by a thermo element. The temperature Tmeas which was measured on the
disk surface with the infrared camera could now be correlated with the actual temperature
of the disk. For both materials the measured and the actual temperature of the disk can be
approximated by Tmeas = 0.94Tdisk for Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Tmeas = 0.85Tdisk for Yb:Lu2O3. This
behaviour and the corresponding emissivity are depicted in Figure 4.8.
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5. Laser experiments and discussion

This chapter begins with an introduction to the linear resonator’s design. An elaborated
design is necessary to plan application-oriented resonators, e.g., for a high beam quality or
a high laser efficiency. After that, laser experiments with efficient multi-transverse-mode,
single-transverse-mode and polarized single-transverse-mode resonators are presented. A
focus is set on the discussion of the resonator’s internal losses. A comparison of the losses
of the different resonators allows to recognize different loss mechanism, such as scattering,
absorption or diffraction. Afterward, the attention is put on folded resonators, because an
internal focus can be achieved more appropriately with folded resonators than with linear
resonators. The chapter is finished by measurements of the beam waist.

5.1 Design of the linear resonators for thin-disk lasers

In many cases linear resonators consist of two facing mirrors. Depending on the curvature
and the distance between the two mirrors, the linear resonator can be separated into
different types [71]. For the resonators which were set up for this thesis only concave and
plane mirrors were used. The design of a linear resonator can be adapted to its purpose.
It can be distinguished between resonators suitable to achieve single-transverse-mode
operation or resonators which are optimized for high laser efficiencies. Concave-convex
cavities have not been used, due to their high alignment sensitivity. However, they can be
suitable in order to achieve single-transverse-mode operation TDLs [223].
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Resonator design for multi-transverse-mode operation An efficient multi-transverse-
mode resonator requires a small fundamental mode size in the pumped volume. This
facilitates the oscillation of higher order transverse modes which can efficiently fit into the
pumped gain area. This leads to less re-absorption losses compared to the fundamental
mode, with a beam radius sufficiently large for a sufficient overlap with the pump beam. An
efficient resonator with a small fundamental mode on the thin disk requires the operation
in the first stability zone. Details regarding the stability zones of resonators with internal
thermal lenses can be found in [63, 224].

The fundamental mode radius on the thin disk and on the OC, in the first stability zone, is
depicted in Figure 5.1 for different ROCs of the thin disk. The ROC of the output mirror is
0.1m, because this focal length is well suited for the available TDL modules. For soldered
disks, the ROC of a thin disk typically increases with higher pump intensities [214]. Com-
mon values of the ROC are between 0.5m and 5m. However, this value depends on the
thickness of the disk and coating. A resonator length below 6 cm is often impractical be-
cause of the dimensions of todays TDL pump modules. Therefore, a suitable operation point
is next to the maximum possible resonator length. Additionally, operation at the maximum
distance between disk and mirror increases the Gaussian beam radius on the OC, as it can
be seen in Figure 5.1 (b). This decreases the impact of dirt and defects on the dielectric
coatings.

The smaller beam radius on the disk constitutes one disadvantage of this resonator concept.
Here, the highest field intensity in the resonator is kept in the area of the thin disk. This
creates the possibility of high-field-seeking particles or molecules getting pulled toward
the disk surface. When sticking to the surface, optical damage might occur. Therefore, an
optimum resonator length must be found. In addition, diffraction losses at the mirrors due
to the possibly large mode size on the OC must be considered.
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The fundamental mode radii on the thin disk and on the OC, in the second stability zone, are
depicted in Figure 5.2. This configuration has two main characteristics. First, the possible
fundamental mode radius on the disk is larger than the one in the first stability zone.
Therefore, this configuration requires larger pump spot radii. While the configuration is
achievable for the presented ROC of 0.5m and a pump spot diameter of 1.2mm, it might
become technically challenging for larger ROCs. Second, the influence of the fundamental
mode radius on the OC is increased. With a larger ROC of the disk, also the required
resonator length gets longer, which has a negative impact on the alignment sensitivity.

Single-transverse-mode operation The intention of a single-transverse-mode resonator
is to suppress the oscillation of higher order modes. This can be achieved by significant
differences of the losses for the different modes. Resonator internal apertures as well as
a careful selection of the size ratio between pump beam and laser mode are options for
a TDL to induce losses for higher order modes. For a flat-top pump beam, which can be
approximated by a super Gaussian function, a ratio of fundamental mode radius/pump
mode radius of approx. 0.8 to 0.85 is suitable to obtain efficient TEM00 operation [63, 68,
107, 136]. This reduces the overlap efficiency to approx. 60% to 70% [70]. Therefore,
optical-to-optical efficiencies in the order of 50% are typical for single-fundamental mode
operation. Fundamental mode operation is easy to achieve with a resonator consisting of a
concave thin disk and a plane OC. The application can become more difficult in case of a
concave OC. Typical pump spot radii of TDL with an output power below 1 kW are between
0.6mm and 1.8mm. Consequently, this requires a fundamental mode radius on the disk
between 0.5mm and 1.5mm. It is evident in Figure 5.1 that these radii can only be achieved
for strongly curved disks with ROCdisk ≈ 0.5 m, which are difficult to manufacture. One
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disadvantage of the second stability zone is its angular alignment sensitivity. Additionally,
the fundamental beam radius is smaller on the OC. This makes the OC a possible target
for high feeld seeking particles and consequently for optical damage. The trapping and
guiding of particles towards resonator positions of higher field intensities is presented in
Figure 4.6. These observations imply, that in case of a resonator design with the highest
field intensity on the disk or on the OC, the usage of dust deflecting coating designs is
beneficial. Results of the calculations of the beam radius for different ROCs of a thin disk
between 0.5m and 5m and a plane OC are listed in Figure 5.3 (a). A flat-top pump spot
radius of 0.6mm requires a fundamental mode radius of approx. 0.5mm, which is depicted
by the grey line. The intersections with the fundamental mode radius on the disk yield the
required resonator length. The caustic for the specific ROC can be found in Figure 5.3 (b).

Linear resonators with an internal focus It is possible to achieve a tight intracavity
focus, even in case of a linear resonator. However, this requires a fine adjustment of the
resonator length in the second stability zone with a concave OC. This is exemplarily shown
in Figure 5.4 (a). The concept can be simplified as follows: the disk acts as a lens which
creates a focus. The focal point must be imaged back to this point which can be done by a
subsequent 4f-image by the curved OC. This resonator concept has two main draw backs.
With an increasing ROC of the disk also the mode radius on the disk becomes bigger, which
can require large pump spot radii. In addition, the total resonator length mainly depends
on the ROC of the thin disk which can reach several meters. Long resonators are difficult to
align and might require folding over additional plane mirrors, which induce further losses.
However, it is beneficial in this concept that no astigmatism can be generated by the folding
mirrors or the disk in comparison to folded resonators, as shown in Figure 5.27.
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5.2 Results of laser experiments with linear resonators

5.2.1 Efficient linear resonators at low pump powers

Motivation for experiments with efficient multi-transverse-mode resonators At first,
laser experiments with different gain materials in short multi-transverse-mode resonators
are presented. These experiments served different purposes. Measurements of the laser
performance, especially at low OC transmissions enable a precise determination of the
resonator losses. Previously, the losses were estimated to be in the order of 10−3 [53, 136].
A multi-mode resonator depicts the optimal prerequisite to refine the resonator losses
and to obtain high power efficiencies. Subsequently, a comparison with more complex
resonators allows the assignment of additional loss channels. Second, a low-loss high-
efficiency resonator can achieve high intracavity powers at low pump powers, which is
necessary to explore the general suitability of optics and disks at high intracavity intensities.

Specific setup A linear resonator with a length of approx. 7 cm was set up. The ROC of
the OC was 10 cm. The resonator was adjusted for a maximum output power. It should be
considered that an optimization of the output power does not mandatorily optimize the
intracavity power as well. While an optical defect in an HR OC might increase the outcou-
pled power, it decreases the intracavity power. Different gain materials were compared.
Details about the laser disks can be obtained from Table A.1. The disks were water cooled
to approx. 9 ◦C. Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu3Al5O12 were pumped over a pump spot diameter
of 1.2mm. The pump wavelength was 940nm for Yb:Y3Al5O12 and 976nm for Yb:Lu2O3.
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Laser performance: Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu3Al5O12 Results of the laser experiments of
Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu3Al5O12 are shown in Figure 5.5 and listed in Table 5.1. Here, the
slope efficiency of the output power (a) can be seen together with the slope of the temper-
ature in respect to the input power (b). The calculation of the temperature’s slope allows
approximations of the power scalability in respect to thermal issues. The maximum slope
efficiency of 0.75 was measured for an OC transmission of 2.8× 10−2 for Yb:Lu3Al5O12.
Under considerations of errors in the power measurement of approx. 5% all disks are com-
parable, especially at high OC transmissions. The laser efficiency is similarly deceasing
for Toc > 2.8× 10−2 and more significantly for Toc < 4× 10−4. The slope efficiencies for
Toc = 9× 10−5 for all three disks deviate from the trend in respect to the results with the
surrounding OC transmissions, which could be caused by a wrong mirror transmission.

Intracavity power: Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu3Al5O12 A maximum intracavity power of
134 kW was obtained for Toc = 9.5× 10−5 for Yb:Y3Al5O12 (375) and a pump power of
Pp = 56.5 W. This corresponds on the pump spot to an electric field intensity of 1.1 TWcm−2,
which is magnitudes larger than recommended by thin disk manufacturers. The behavior of
the intracavity power of the disk 375 for Toc < 4× 10−3 is depicted in Figure 5.6. The trend
of the intracavity power was disturbed for an OC transmission of 8× 10−7 at high pump
powers. In parallel, a high surface temperature was measured. Because of the irregular
behaviour no further increase was done for this OC.

Nevertheless, this demonstrates the feasibility of TDL resonators with pump powers in the order
of 50W which are capable of containing powers in the 100 kW regime. Optical damage and
high disk temperatures have to be considered as a limiting factor at high intracavity powers.
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Disk Output coupler transmission (10−2)
8× 10−5 0.0095 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.4 5.4 10

495 0.2 17 50 56 63 69 70 66 72 71 70 64
375 0.3 27 53 63 69 72 73 72 71 74 72 65
238 - 20 56 60 72 - 71 - 72 75 70 -

Table 5.1: Slope efficiency (10−2) of Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu3Al5O12 in the 7 cm short multi-mode
resonator. Data for Yb:Lu3Al5O12 (238) is incomplete due to optical damage of the disk.

Thermal analysis: Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu3Al5O12 An analysis can be carried out from
the measurements shown in Figure 5.5 (b). The ‘thermal slope’ decreased from 2 ◦CW−1

to approx. 0.6 ◦CW−1 (disk 495) and increased for the larger OC transmissions. Thus, for
losses in the gain material, the amount of depleted heat became larger. For an increasing
OC transmission and OC efficiency, the heat, generated by losses in or at the disk, decreased
and originated to a great extent from the quantum defect [169]. Therefore, this resulted
in a lower sensitivity in respect to additional loss channels due to a large OC efficiency. In
contrast to the expected constant trend of the slope, the depleted heat increased again for
larger OC transmissions. Explanations for this effect can be found in [86].

The results, shown in Figure 5.5 (b), allow an estimation of the disk’s temperature for
higher pump powers. Generally, a lower temperature is beneficial. An increase of the gain
medium’s temperature yields to a higher thermal occupation of the lower laser level. A
higher occupation increases the gain threshold and the pump threshold. In parallel, also
the thermal conductivity can be decreased. It must be considered that the properties of the
dielectric coatings might change at higher temperatures and become sensitive to optical
damage. Details can be found, e.g., in [225]. As expected the slope of the intracavity power
in Figure 5.6 is the largest for Toc = 8× 10−7.

Despite the observation that the experiments in Figure 5.6 showed a disturbed behavior for
larger pump powers, further scaling of the pump power may be possible. With an increase of
1.5 ◦CW−1 a pump power of 100W would be feasible and could be sufficient to achieve an
intracavity power of more than 300 kW.

Laser performance: Yb:Lu2O3 The results of three different laser disks are depicted in
Figure 5.7 and Table 5.2. No data is presented for Toc = 8× 10−7 due to optical damage of the
corresponding mirror. All samples show a slope efficiency of ηsl ≈ 0.2 for Toc = 9.5× 10−5.
Due to the sensitivity of the laser performance to internal losses at low OC transmissions,
a possible interpretation of the observation of comparable slope efficiencies is the presence
of similar intrinsic losses. The highest slope efficiency of ηsl = 0.78 was measured for
disk 147 for Toc = 1.4× 10−2. For larger OC transmissions, the disks show a comparable
laser performance. Advantages of disks mounted on diamond heatsinks are the higher
thermal conductivity of the diamond and the higher stiffness of the disk-heatsink system.
The larger thermal conductivity reduces the temperature in the disk which leads to a
reduced occupation of the lower laser level and thus a lower threshold.
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Disk Output coupler transmission (10−2)
8× 10−5 0.0095 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.4 5.4 10

124 - 21 46 52 62 64 65 68 70 67 60 55
128 - 23 46 59 70 72 73 75 74 78 75 52
147 - 24 53 62 71 69 70 74 76 78 75 65

Table 5.2: Slope efficiency (10−2) of Yb:Lu2O3 in the multi-transverse-mode resonator.

Intracavity power: Yb:Lu2O3 The highest intracavity power of 118 kW was realized for
disk 128 at an OC transmission of 9.5× 10−5 and a pump power of 50W. The correspond-
ing input-output curves are depicted in Figure 5.8. Here, the possible impact of different
cleaning methods on the laser performance at low OC efficiencies is shown. The disk and
the mirrors were cleaned with the “brush”, or the “drop and drag” technique, which can
leave residuals on the optics. One can see that the average output power was approx. 20%
higher for optics cleaned with the “drop and drag” technique.

Thermal analysis: Yb:Lu2O3 The general trend of Yb:Lu2O3’s OC transmission dependent
temperature’s behaviour is comparable to the trend observed for Yb:Y3Al5O12. At the lowest
OC transmission of 9.5× 10−5, the measured surface temperature and its increase is higher
than the one for Yb:Y3Al5O12. A possible explanation could be local inhomogeneities in
Yb:Lu2O3 which were observed by Wentsch [173, p. 62]. The lowest increase of the tem-
perature was determined for disk 147, which was contacted on diamond. This observation
could have been caused by the higher thermal conductivity of the heatsink.

Experiments with Yb:Lu2O3 and Yb:Y3Al5O12 showed comparable laser results. Diamond con-
tacted disks exhibited lower temperatures due to their higher thermal conductivity, as expected.
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Thermal analysis: FEM simulations Measurement of the temperature with a thermo-
graphic camera had several disadvantages. First, due to the available camera lense, the
resolution over the pump spot with a diameter of 1.2mm was limited to approx. 3 × 3
pixel. Therefore, the maximum temperature, measured with the camera, was an average
over the pump spot. Second, the correlation to the actual temperature depended on the
calibration curve, with an error of approx. 10%. Furthermore, it has to be considered that
measurements within a range of 20 ◦C higher than room temperature are less reliable [226].
A comparison with calculated temperatures allows the evaluation of the measurement and
conclusions about power scalability. In comparison to approximations [86, 136] precise
finite element method (FEM) simulations can be made with commercially available soft-
ware. While the actual simulation is ‘drag and drop’ in modern FEM solutions, a precise
knowledge of the thermal parameters and thicknesses of the layers is required. A list of ten-
tative parameters is given in Table 5.3. It must be considered that the thermal conductivity
of the dielectric coatings can strongly depend on the substrates thus leading to possibly
large error bounds. The simulations of the average and the maximum disk temperature
are performed for two scenarios in Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.9 (a) a Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk with a
thickness of 220µm is depicted. The inset shows a central slice cut through the disk, reveal-
ing the deviations from a purely one-dimensional longitudinal heat flow. The experimental
data is taken from the multi-mode experiment of Yb:Y3Al5O12 (495) with an OC trans-
mission of 1.4× 10−2. The dataset was chosen because of its highest measured slope and
optical efficiency. This increases the probability that most of the heat was caused due to the
quantum defect. Therefore, the heat rate was approximated as Pvol = Pp(1− (λlas/λpump)).
The calculated average temperature is in good agreement with the maximum tempera-
ture, measured with the thermographic camera. In Figure 5.9 (b) a Yb:Lu2O3 disk with
a thickness of 150µm is simulated. The temperature measurements were taken from the
multi-mode experiment of Yb:Lu2O3 (218) with an OC transmission of 9.5× 10−2. This
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Value Thickness Source
Thermal resistance HR coating 6Km2W−1 5µm [136, p. 49]
Thermal conductivity solder 57Wm−1 K−1 (Au80Sn20) 40µm [227]
Thermal conductivity glue 0.25Wm−1 K−1 0.2µm [173, 213]
Thermal conductivity CuW (80/20) 140Wm−1 K−1 –220Wm−1 K−1 1mm MatWeb
Thermal conductivity CVD 1800Wm−1 K−1 1mm MatWeb
Thermal conductivity SiO2 1Wm−1 K−1 –2Wm−1 K−1 λl/4n [129]
Thermal conductivity TiO2 2Wm−1 K−1 –5Wm−1 K−1 λl/4n [129]

Table 5.3: Suggested values for the FEM simulations of the thin disk’s temperature.

particular experiment exhibited the highest measured maximum disk temperature and
slope efficiency for this OC transmission for Yb:Lu2O3. The high temperatures suggest that
additional loss channels beside the quantum defect induced the heat. In Figure 5.9 (b)
the heat rate was assumed to be Pvol = Pp − Pl, which yields to a good agreement of the
simulated and the measured temperature.

FEM simulations indicate that the maximum measured surface temperatures correspond to the
average temperatures in the pump spot. Additionally, they might confirm a significant power
conversion in the volume of the pump spot for a Yb:Lu2O3 disk.
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Laser spectra Typical OC transmission dependent spectra are shown in Figure 5.10
for Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3. Spectra for Yb:Lu3Al5O12 are comparable to the ones of
Yb:Y3Al5O12. For Yb:Lu2O3 two different types of spectra were found. For an OC transmis-
sion of ≥ 4× 10−3 the laser oscillation was observed at a wavelength of approx. 1033nm
and for a mirror transmission of ≤ 5× 10−4 the laser was oscillating at a wavelength of
approx. 1080nm. In parallel, a Yb:Y3Al5O12 laser at a wavelength of 1080nm could be
operated for OC transmissions lower than 9.5× 10−5, which is coherent to the results of
calculations, shown in Figure 2.8. Therefore, a comparison of a laser spectrum with the
calculated ones allows estimations about the losses for a comparable disk, regarding doping
and thickness. In principle, this corresponds to a determination of the losses described in
[92]. Additionally, the laser spectrum can change with the pump power, which is observed
and shown in Figure 5.11. Here, for increasing pump power, the spectra shifted to longer
wavelengths. The laser oscillation wavelengths depend on the loss dependent gain profile
and on the resonator’s FSR. Due to spatial hole burning, there exist areas in the gain mate-
rial where the inversion density is not efficiently dissipated. For an increasing pump power
it is possible that there are wavelengths which reach the threshold power and can use the
available excitation density. This has to be considered for the OC transmission which was
used for the determination of the intracavity power. For Yb:Y3Al5O12 also visible changes
of the luminescence could be detected. It was noticed for Toc < 4× 10−3 that the lumines-
cence was centered at a wavelength of 489 nm, while for Toc > 4× 10−3 it was centered at
529 nm. According to [228] the cyan emission is caused by cooperative luminescence and
the greenish emission might be up-conversion energy transfers to rare earth impurities of
the raw materials.

The laser oscillation spectra can shift pump and OC transmission dependent. This alters the
intracavity power. A precise determination of the latter requires a continuous measurement of
laser spectra and a comparison with the mirror’s OC transmission.
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Disk Caird fit Energy conservation
Lint(10−4) ηabs ·ηov Lint(10−4) Lint(10−4)

Toc = 9.5× 10−5 Toc = 5× 10−4

Yb:Y3Al5O12 (495) 3.2 0.85 3.8 3.1
Yb:Y3Al5O12 (375) 1.6 0.82 1.8 2.6
Yb:Lu3Al5O12 (228) 2.8 0.91 2.8 2.1
Yb:Lu2O3 (128) 2.1 0.82 2.4 3.8
Yb:Lu2O3 (147) 2.0 0.84 2.2 2.7
Yb:Lu2O3 (124) 1.6 0.72 2.2 3.8

Table 5.4: Results of the Caird plot and energy conservation by Equation 2.78 with ηabsηov = 0.9.

Resonator losses in efficient resonators The amount of internal losses to a great extent
determines the pump power necessary to achieve a required intracavity power. For TDL,
the determined and assumed losses usually range from 10−3 [53] to 3× 10−4 [180]. This
already illustrates the importance of a refinement of the loss investigations. For an exact
determination they were calculated with the Caird method, according to Equation 2.68.
The Caird plots are shown in Figure 5.12 with the results listed in Table 5.4. Inclusion of
Toc = 8× 10−7 into the calculations yields to losses of Lint < 1× 10−7 for particular disks.
Such losses do not seem realistic under consideration of, e.g., scattering. Therefore, the
mirrors with Toc = 8× 10−7 were not included in the calculation by the Caird method. The
reason is the strong impact of the large inverse transmission on the linear fit. This makes
it sensitive to errors in the determination of the wavelength dependent transmission. The
smallest losses were determined for Yb:Lu2O3 with Lint = 1.6× 10−4 and the largest for
Yb:Y3Al5O12 with Lint = 3.2× 10−4. All available laser disks were characterized in a 70mm
short efficient multi-transverse-mode resonator with Toc = 5× 10−4 and an ROC of 100mm
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to obtain statistics in dependence of the different disk’s properties. Because of optical
damage of the mirror with Toc = 5× 10−4 and an ROC of 100mm, some experiments had to
be conductedwith an ROC of 150mm. However, this only slightly increased the fundamental
mode radius on the disk and the OC. The resonator length was kept constant within ±1 mm
between the different experiments. Mainly, a change of the disks and the adjustment for
maximum output power were performed to ensure a high degree of comparability between
the different laser experiments.

The results of the laser experiments, performed with the available disks, are depicted in
Figure 5.13. The analysis can be seen in Figure 5.14. The length of the disks was verified by
spectral measurements of the FSR according to δν= c/2ngL. In Figure 5.13 (a) an increase
of the temperature with the disk’s thickness is observable. This is expected because of a
uniform heat depletion in the gain medium. Within the accuracy of the measurements for
an OC transmission of 5× 10−4, no significant correlation of the losses Lint with the disk’s
thickness, a wedge of the laser disk, the ROC or the surface roughness could be resolved.

This supports the hypothesis, that a significant amount of the intracavity power is lost at
the surfaces. Surface losses from scattering were already discussed in subsection 2.4.2.
However, scattering losses do not necessarily yield into a subsequent absorption and the
depletion of heat. In contrast, the absorption of optical power at point defects, especially
at the coatings is often connected to a strong local heating. This can in principle lead to a
local melting and subsequently to an optical damage. A distinct assignment of losses to a
specific coating or side of the disk cannot be made. Losses at the front side, e.g., originating
from absorption losses of the AR coating and point defects would be visible in Figure 5.14
(a) and add an additional dependency of the temperature on the thickness of the disk.
Losses at the backside of the disk can be caused by absorption of point defects or even by a
residual transmission of the HR coating. Subsequently, the transmission of the coated disks
was measured. Samples of coating runs, which were used by Fredrich and Peters [53, 180],
exhibited a transmission of 8× 10−4 at a wavelength of 1080nm. The Yb:Lu2O3 disks of
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this thesis were coated with more layer pairs. For this disks a transmission of 9.3× 10−5 was
measured. The Yb:Lu2O3 disks were metallized with chromium by LAYERTEC for soldering
on copper-tungsten heat sinks. The optical properties of the optical multilayer system were
determined with the IMD-XOP software [106]. For a wavelength of 1µm this yielded an
absorption of approx. 3× 10−5. The transmission through the metallization layer can be
neglected due to the exponential decay of the field intensity in chromium. However, the
exact transmission and reflectivity of the disks cannot be calculated, as material properties
and dimensions of the glue, solder or metallization were unknown.

Optimized multi-transverse-mode resonators with Yb:Y3Al5O12 or Yb:Lu2O3 can exhibit res-
onator losses in the order of 2× 10−4, which in principle enables the obtainment of high
intracavity powers. Neither of the laser materials shows significant advantages over the other.
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Figure 5.13: Pump power Pp and laser output power Pout for (a) Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu3Al5O12

and (b) Yb:Lu2O3 for Toc = 5× 10−5. The emissivity corrected corresponding maximum surface
temperatures of the disk in the pump spot are depicted in (c) and (d).
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Intracavity power scalability with larger pump spot diameters A correlation between
the resonator losses Lint and the area used by the laser modes, can be analyzed in a multi-
mode resonator by an increase of the pump spot diameter. In addition, this allows the
increase of the pump power due to a lower disk temperature. For this purpose, two disks
(Yb:Y3Al5O12 (498) and Yb:Lu2O3 (129)) were selected. They were integrated into a short
linear resonator with a length of approx. 15 cm. The OC mirror had a transmission of
5× 10−4 and an ROC of 300mm.The disks were pumped with a pump spot diameter of
dp = 3.6 mm at their ZPLs. For Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3 a slope efficiency of 0.55 and
0.4 was measured and a maximum intracavity power of 150 kW and 200 kW, respectively.
In this configuration, the maximum optical-to-optical efficiencies were 0.5 and 0.37. This
resulted into maximum possible losses of 2.5× 10−4 and 5× 10−4, under consideration of
ZPL pumping and ηsl = 0.5. Despite the high intracavity powers, for both materials, the
measured surface temperatures were below 100 ◦C and in a tolerable range.

Despite the 5× larger pump and laser mode area in comparison to the experiments with a
pump spot diameter of 1.2mm, no significant increase of the losses could be measured for
any of the disks. In contrast, the Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk 498 showed a 17% higher performance
for the larger pump spot and ZPL pumping. Even considering the restricted resolution of
determining the losses with an OC transmission of Toc = 5× 10−4, a linear scaling of the
losses with the surface would have been noticed. This can point towards volume losses or
surfaces losses, which are not uniformly distributed, as shown in Figure 6.1.

An intracavity power of 200 kW was obtained with a 3.6mm pump spot diameter for Yb:Lu2O3.
This power would be sufficient for the alignment of molecules if appreciably focused. No signifi-
cant scaling of the losses with the mode size could be determined. In fact the laser performance
was increased by 17% in the case of Yb:Y3Al5O12 and ZPL pumping. Further scaling was limited
by optical damage.
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Figure 5.14: Analysis of Figure 5.13. (a) Maximum surface temperatures of the laser disks for
Pp = 40 W. (b) Estimation of the losses, according to Equation 2.78, assuming ηabsηov = 0.9.
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Figure 5.15: Results of pump power scaling experiments for a pump spot diameter of dp = 3.6mm.

Optical damage Both disks were damaged at the highest intracavity power. However,
the type of optical damage was different. The Yb:Lu2O3 disk obtained cracks through the
surface. In contrast, the Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk had a nodular point defect with a diameter of
10µm close to its center. While the trigger for the crack of the Yb:Lu2O3 disk could not be
assigned, a crack points to an excess of thermo-mechanical properties. The pump intensity
of quality-insurance laser experiments done by D+G with this specific disk was more than
three times higher compared to the investigations presented in Figure 5.15. Therefore, the
pump intensity might have not have been responsible for the optical defect. In addition,
the temperature of the laser disk was uncritical. This makes it probable, that the intracavity
intensity was the reason for the optical damage. This is supported by observations that
the optical defect regularly occurred at the position of highest intensity. Pictures of typical
defects are shown in Figure 5.16.

The accumulation of nodular defects with diameters of approx. 10 µm [229] was observed for
all mirrors and disks which were used in the experiments. Those defects can exhibit significant
losses and have to be considered for further scaling of the intracavity power and intensity.

(a) (b) (b)

20 µm10 µm 3 mm

 Nomarski interference contrast Scanning electron microscopeReflected light microscope

 Mode profile

Figure 5.16: Images of different optical defects which were observed for disks and mirrors.
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5.2.2 Linear resonators with a high beam quality

Specific setup All following experiments and descriptions are restricted to Yb:Y3Al5O12,
due to better experiences in respect to the beam quality, which were gained in initial experi-
ments. At the Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk 495 an ROC of Rx = 6.3m and Ry = 6.2m was measured. For
a flat OC and a resonator length of lres = 8 cm this yields to a fundamental mode radius of
w0 = 486µm. According to the calculations presented in section 5.1 this denotes a ratio of
w0/wp = 0.8 which should have ensured a high probability of fundamental mode operation.
To reduce the risk of optical damage, the maximum pump power was reduced in order to
avoid intracavity powers higher than 10 kW.

Beam quality For the largest OC transmission, an M2 of 1.03 was measured and for
Toc < 1× 10−3 an M2 ≈ 1.1. The OC dependent trend is depicted in Figure 5.17 (b).
The beam quality factor did not exhibit a strong dependence on the OC transmission in
the case of the single-transverse-mode resonator. However, it improved with increasing
OC transmission for the multi-transverse-mode resonator. A significant decrease of the M2

factor is visible around an OC transmission of approx. 4× 10−3 from M2 ≈ 13 to M2 ≈ 7. For
the latter a decrease of the laser wavelength from 1050nm to 1030nm was observed. The
shorterwavelength increases the absorption losses for the higher ordermodes. Subsequently,
the beam quality factor can decrease because of the reduced contribution of higher order
modes.
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Figure 5.17: (a) Measured slope efficiencies of the TEM00 resonator with Yb:Y3Al5O12 (495) in
comparison to the results achieved in multi-mode operation from Figure 5.5. The inset shows a
magnification of the data for lower OC transmissions. (b) M2 measurements for the data of (a).
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Mode Lres (cm) Clear aperture diameter (mm)
1 2 3 4 5

HG00 7 4.5× 10−2 6.8× 10−5 4.3× 10−10 3.3× 10−16 6.6× 10−16

HG01 7 12× 10−2 6.7× 10−4 5.1× 10−9 1.1× 10−16 6.6× 10−16

HG02 7 23× 10−2 3.8× 10−3 7.6× 10−8 2.3× 10−15 8.8× 10−16

HG00 30 31× 10−2 1.7× 10−3 4.7× 10−7 6.4× 10−9 9.8× 10−14

HG01 30 65× 10−2 7.4× 10−3 6.4× 10−4 1.6× 10−7 1.3× 10−9

HG02 30 41× 10−2 17× 10−2 4.2× 10−3 2.3× 10−6 4.9× 10−11

Table 5.5: Calculated diffraction losses for a linear 30 cm and a 7 cm long resonator, with a plane
OC and an ROC of the disk of 5m. The aperture is set to the diameter of the mirror and disk.

Laser performance The results are depicted in Figure 5.17. For OC transmissions of
Toc < 4× 10−3 the laser performance of the single-transverse-mode operation is lower
compared to the multi-transverse-mode operation. The difference becomes smaller for
OC transmissions of Toc > 4× 10−3, where a maximum slope efficiency of ηsl = 0.73 was
measured. The laser performance at low OC transmissions is of importance. For Toc =
5× 10−4 a slope efficiency of 0.29 (ηopt-max = 0.22) was measured and for Toc = 9.5× 10−5

a slope efficiency of 4.5× 10−4 (ηopt-max = 4× 10−4). The maximum intracavity power of
7.1 kW was obtained for Toc = 1.0× 10−3 and a pump power of Pp = 20 W. For an OC
transmission of Toc = 5.0× 10−4 and a pump power of Pp = 13 W an intracavity power
of 6.1 kW was achieved at a measured maximum disk temperature of approx. 22 ◦C. The
slope of the intracavity power for Toc = 5.0× 10−4 of dPint/Ppump = 580, would require for
intracavity powers higher than 100 kW pump powers in the order of 200W.

Loss analysis A Caird analysis of the data depicted in Figure 5.17 yielded losses of
Lint = 9× 10−4 and an efficiency of ηabs · ηov = 0.89. In contrast to multi-transverse-mode
resonators, quasi-three level lasers with a Gaussian pump and laser mode might show a non-
linear input-output power curve. While a nonlinear input-output curve can also be caused
by the thermal occupation of the energy levels, this behavior can be further increased for
Gaussian pump and laser shapes. Here, the relation between gain and doping concentration
is not fixed, due to a broadened degree of transversal doping-ion excitation of the gain
medium. Therefore, in this case the slope efficiency can rise for an increasing pump power.
The single-transverse-mode experiments were conducted at low pump powers to decrease
the risk of optical damage. This implies that the measured slope efficiencies could have
been higher for larger pump powers, which would have corresponded to lower losses. An
increase of losses can be caused by absorption losses [230, 231] and by an increase of
diffraction losses. The calculated diffraction losses are listed in Table 5.5.

A resonator, designed for and operating on the fundamental mode exhibited losses of approx.
10−3. A laser performance at low OC transmissions would require pump powers in the order
of 200W to achieve intracavity powers higher than 100 kW. The increase of losses could have
been caused by diffraction and absorption losses at the disk.
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5.2.3 Fundamental mode I-resonators with defined polarization

The following extension of the previous experiments consists of influencing and analyzing
the resonator’s polarization state, because a defined and stable polarization is required
for the alignment of molecules. Each of the electromagnetic transversal modes has two
possible degrees of polarizations, which are orthogonal. Those can be seen as self-contained
modes of the resonator. The modes which experience lower losses in a resonator will start
oscillating at first [133]. As elliptical and cylindrical polarizations are challenging to achieve
in a resonator, this chapter only deals with the generation of linearly polarized fields.

Dependency of the beam quality and laser efficiency on the pump/laser mode overlap
The previous resonators were too short to add polarization selective elements. Therefore,
the influence of the resonator length on laser performance and beam quality had to be
investigated. The polarization was measured with a Glan-Thompson-polarizer mounted
on a LabView controlled rotation stage (Standa, 8MR151). During the experiments the
Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk 495 accumulated optical defects and was found less suitable for further
experiments. Instead, the Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk 218 was used, which exhibited comparable
losses and efficiencies in multi-transverse-mode and single-transverse-mode laser experi-
ments. However, this reduced the comparability between the different laser experiments.
The dependency of the laser performance on the resonator length and thus on the ratio of
laser mode/pump radius was measured for an OC transmission of 4× 10−4. The results are
shown in Figure 5.18. For resonators with a length up to 30 cm no strong decrease of the
slope efficiency ηsl and the optical-to-optical efficiency ηopt could be observed.
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Additional losses by a window in the Brewster’s angle An optical window inside of a
laser beam in a resonator will induce additional losses. Depending on the material and
the manufacturing, this can, e.g., be absorption or scattering losses. For a first test, a SiO2

window with a thickness of 1mm was perpendicularly included in a 30 cm long resonator.
The measured maximum possible losses, with Lint = 2.8× 10−3, were approximately three
times higher than obtained from the results shown in Figure 5.17. No influence of different
materials on the laser performance could be determined.

A 30 cm long resonator was set up with a 1mm plate of fused silica in the Brewster angle.
The setup is shown in Figure 5.19 (b) together with the resonator’s caustic for an ROC of
the thin disk of 5m. When oriented in Brewster’s angle, a window exhibits lower losses
for p polarized light than for s polarized light. Thus the gain medium tends to start with
laser oscillation with p polarized light. The gain medium’s temperature gradient causes
mechanical stress and radially varying birefringence. The latter distorts an intrinsically
linear polarisation state and exhibits losses at the Brewster plate [57, p. 420]. The laser
output power Pout and the power reflected at all surfaces of the Brewster window PBi, were
measured to determine the total losses at the Brewster plate.

Laser performance The results of the experiments are depicted in Figure 5.19 (a). For
this resonator and disk the losses at the Brewster window were in the order of 1× 10−3

with a decreasing trend for increasing OC transmissions. Additionally, the OC efficiency
ηoc = Toc/(Toc + Lint) was reduced, due to the losses at the Brewster window. More details
can be gained from the laser performance at two OC transmissions in Figure 5.20. For an
OC transmission of 5× 10−5 the output coupling efficiency was low due to losses and the
power reflected at the Brewster plate was large. The losses at the Brewster window were in
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the order of 10−3 and did not change significantly over a pump power range between 10W
and 20W. The losses were calculated by LBrewster = Toc ·(

∑

PBi)/Pout. For an OC transmission
of 2.7× 10−2 the behavior was different. The output coupling efficiency was larger and
the power reflected at the Brewster window was lower than before. The calculated losses
decreased from 9.3× 10−4 at 10W pump power towards 8.5× 10−4 at 20W. The behavior
shown in Figure 5.20 illustrates an important problem of the proposed setup. In principle,
no OC transmission is required. However, this would conduct the intracavity power into
loss channels, which might be difficult to control. The slope of the intracavity power at
Toc = 5.0× 10−4 of ∂ Pint/∂ Ppump = 380 necessitates pump powers in the order of 260W for
the envisioned intracavity powers higher than 100 kW. This pump powers require the use of
larger pump spot diameters to reduce the pump intensity on the disk. Under consideration of
themeasured efficiencies and the available pump spot diameters, up to 1 cm in commercially
available TDL modules, intracavity powers up to 1MW seem achievable with pump powers
less than 5 kW, given that the losses at the coatings and on the disks are comparable.

Loss analysis The evaluation of the laser performance by the Cairdmethod of the disk 495
for different linear resonators is listed in Table 5.6. Two different data sets were considered,
which illustrates the influence of larger OC on the determination of the losses. A closer look
into the different losses is necessary to evaluate the possibility of an assignment to specific
channels. The simplest scenario consists of a multi-mode resonator without additional
optics such as Brewster elements. Therefore, this resonator consists of a disk, an OC and
a medium of the resonator. It can be assumed that the losses are mainly composed of
scattering, absorption, transmission and diffraction losses. However, even in this simple
resonator, an assignment of the determined losses in the order of 3× 10−4 to specific loss
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Figure 5.20: Output power transmitted through the OC (cyan), reflected at the Brewster window
(black) and measured losses (red) at the optical window in the Brewster’s angle according to the
setup, shown in Figure 5.19 for an OC transmission of (a) 5× 10−4 and (b) 2.7× 10−2.
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Resonator Caird fit Nonlinear model fit
Lint(10−4) ηabs ·ηov Lint(10−4) ηabs ·ηov

Multi-mode - linear 3.2 (2.9) 0.85 (0.82) 2.8 (2.8) 0.82 (0.82)
Single-mode - linear 8.9 (8.1) 0.89 (0.85) 9.4 (7.3) 0.91 (0.83)
Single-mode - linear - Brewster 15 (12) 0.85 (76) 11 (8) 0.76 (0.68)

Table 5.6: Calculated losses (10−4) for different resonators and Yb:Y3Al5O12 (495) with the Caird
method and a direct nonlinear fit. The values in brackets include OC transmissions between 8× 10−7

and 2.8× 10−2 while the first include only OC transmissions between 9.5× 10−5 and 4.0× 10−3.

channels was not possible. Two reasons can be given. First, the exact magnitude of different
losses was unknown. This was the case due to the unavailability of precise information of
the disk’s surface and coating structure, which is required to calculate the transmission,
diffraction and scattering losses. Second, losses, such as scattering depend on parameters
like the geometric roughness, which can vary significantly over the disk and therefore over
the laser mode. The tested disks from D+G exhibited a roughness Rq between 4Å and 9Å.
This corresponds to a TIS between 3× 10−5 and 10−4. In parallel, measurements at the OC
yielded a TIS of approx. 5× 10−5. Therefore, already the sum of the single scattering losses
is in the order of the losses,whichwere determinedwith the Cairdmethod. The transition to
a single-transverse-mode resonator changes mainly two things. First, the overlap efficiency
decreases and second, the diffraction losses differ in the multi-transverse-mode operation,
already by the transition from a multi-mode to a single-mode system. In addition, the
suppression of higher modes yields to increased diffraction losses for the fundamental
mode.

A detailed investigation into the calculation of the diffraction losses can be found in [232].
A MATLAB based code to calculate the eigenmodes, eigenvalues and therefore diffraction
losses of an optical cavity can be found here [233]. This MATLAB code was adapted to
the cavity shown in Figure 5.19. The influence of the OPD originating from astigmatic
and thermally induced phase distortions of thin-disks were not considered. This could in
principle be measured with an SHWFS as demonstrated in [234] or calculated with FEM
packages [232]. The results are listed in Table 5.5. When an optical window is added to a
resonator in the Brewster’s angle, new loss channels are possible. Scattering losses occur at
all surfaces, which depend on the actual AOI, the wavelength of the laser and the surface
roughness. Commercial fused silica Brewsterwindows are available with a surface quality of
10-5 scratch-dig and a surface roughness less than 1 nm. Therefore, as shown in Figure 5.21
(b), they can already significantly contribute to the resonator’s internal roundtrip losses:
according to Equation 2.83 the losses at a single surface can be in the order of 100 ppm
for an AOI of 45° and a wavelength of 1µm. Additionally, the Brewster window can exhibit
absorption losses depending on the specific material. However, the absorption of fused
silica glasses at a wavelength of 1µm can be neglected [235]. Furthermore, comparative
experiments with Suprasil 3001, which has the lowest fused silica absorption coefficient of
3× 10−7 cm−1 at a wavelength of 1064nm, showed no significant difference of the laser’s
performance.
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The reflectivity of the window vanishes only for the Brewster’s angle. Any physical beam has
a divergence greater than zero according to Equation 4.2. Thus, only the central part of the
beam does not experience reflection losses. This becomes relevant for an increasing beam
divergence. The 30 cm long resonator of these experiments exhibits a beam divergence
angle of 0.03°, which is negligible. However, the losses can become visible for resonators
with a tight focus, because they exhibit a large beam divergence. In the case of folded
resonators, the placement of the Brewster window in the arm with the lowest divergence
is beneficial. An approximation of the reflection losses is shown in Figure 5.21 (a).

A significant fraction of the intracavity power is reflected out of the cavity at the Brewster
window. The possible reason for this is (stress) induced birefringence in the gain mate-
rial. Here, the polarization is rotated and subsequently reflected at the Brewster plate,
where it represents an unwanted loss. A theoretical insight into losses caused by thermo-
mechanically induced depolarization can be found in [72]. Calculations for the TDL and
Yb:Y3Al5O12 were made in [67]. These simulations yielded losses in the order of 5× 10−4

for disk and resonator parameters comparable to the present ones. In addition, 25% lower
efficiencies in the polarized operation of a TDL experiments were reported [236]. Methods
to minimize the depolarization losses are known [88, 145, 146] and the depolarization
losses might be even avoided by the use of radially polarized lasers [237]. The disadvan-
tage of most techniques is the integration of additional elements, which induce even larger
losses. However, there are techniques, such as the use of cut optimized crystals [146, 238],
which should be explored, if the use of polarization selective elements cannot be avoided.

A fundamental mode resonator with a Brewster plate exhibited losses of 1.5× 10−3, which were
caused in a great extend by stress induced depolarization in the thin disk. For fundamental
mode resonators an intrinsic polarization was observed, which was less stable but avoided
additional losses.
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Detailed investigations regarding intrinsic and induced polarization It can be dis-
tinguished between an intrinsic polarization and an induced polarization. The intrinsic
polarization is shown in Figure 5.22 (a). The measurement without an optical defect ex-
hibited a significant intrinsic polarization. A fit with a sine function revealed that the main
axis was shifted by −24° against the vertical axis. The PER of the fitted function was 19:1.
With a Brewster window, the PER of the OC transmitted power was larger than 100:1, and
the one of the power reflected at the Brewster plate was 9:1.

The profile of the transmitted power in Figure 5.24 (a) shows deviations from a sine
function. This can be explained by a lower stability of the intrinsic polarization. The intrinsic
polarization can be caused by small differences of the original isotropic structure of the
gain material. A stable laser can maintain the preference. When the system is disturbed, the
preference can become less stable. The oscillation on the fundamental mode is beneficial
for the intrinsic polarization, as every mode can maintain its independent polarization.

In the case of an optical defect, the behavior is perturbed, as it is shown in Figure 5.22 (a).
This could have been caused by instabilities of the fundamental mode or due to absorption
of the defect. Thus, the intrinsic polarization has the advantage of no additional elements
having to be added to the resonator. The disadvantage can be seen in a lower PER, a lower
reproducibility in respect to different laser disks and a lower stability. Due to the optical
defect, the measurements were continued with Yb:Y3Al5O12 (218). Further investigations
of the intrinsic polarizations are depicted in Figure 5.23. Here (a) shows a polarization
measurement. The PER of the intrinsic polarization is lower in comparison to Yb:Y3Al5O12

(495). In addition, the contribution probability of higher order modes can be reduced by
an aperture in the resonator. Results of the intrinsic polarization in dependence on the OC
transmission for an open aperture and one with a diameter of 5mm, can be gathered from
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Figure 5.23: (a) Sine fit of the output power transmitted through a rotating polarizer behind the OC.
(b) Polarization extinction ratio (PER) for the intrinsic polarization with an additional aperture.

Figure 5.23 (b). We can learn two things from this figure: First, the PER of the intrinsic
polarization increases with the OC transmission. Second, an aperture yields to a higher PER
for the same OC transmission, due to the reduced contribution of higher order modes. The
impact of the OC on the PER transmission is difficult to estimate. However, at a lower OC
transmission the laser tends to oscillate on many axial modes. For large OC transmissions,
the laser oscillation wavelength becomes shorter and the number of modes decreases. This
might augment the stability of the polarization of the independent laser modes and in
addition, lower the influence of external perturbations.
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OC for Yb:Y3Al5O12 (218) for two different OC transmissions.
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5.3 Discussion of the results with linear resonators

Polarization selection Two types of polarization selection were observed. Polarization
selective elements exhibited diverse losses for different polarizations and generated a pre-
ferred field direction. Experiments showed an OC transmission independent PER of more
than 100:1 with a 1mm thin fused silica window, limited only by the noise of the power
meters. The intrinsic polarization significantly depended on the OC transmission. For low
transmissions up to 10−2 the PER was between 1:1 and 10:1 and originated presumably
from stress induced deviations of the isotropic structure. The responsible stress can come
from the crystal growth, the mounting procedure on the heatsink, or from the coating. This
yields to significant losses for an additional polarization selective element. Measurements
determined the depolarization losses caused by the reflection of power at a Brewster plate
in the order of 10−3 for a pump spot diameter of 1.2mm.

Single-transverse-mode operation Single-transverse-mode operation was achieved by a
suitable laser/pump mode overlap with an appropriate resonator design for a pump spot
diameter of 1.2mm. The small pump spot decreased the influence of optical defects and
the predominant astigmatism, which was confirmed with an SHWFS. In the experiments
with a short resonator an M2 below 1.05 was measured for internal losses of 8.9× 10−3.

Intracavity powers higher than 100kW Intracavity powers in the order of 200 kW and
150 kW were obtained with a pump spot diameter of 3.6mm in multi-transverse-mode
operation with Yb:Lu2O3 and Yb:Y3Al5O12. The pump power was 270W in the case of
Yb:Lu2O3 and 150W in the case of Yb:Y3Al5O12. With a pump spot diameter of 1.2mm,
an intracavity power of 135 kW was measured for Yb:Y3Al5O12. This corresponded to an
enhancement by a factor of 2500 with respect to the incident pump power of 54W, enabled
by the low losses of state-of-the-art processed gain disks. In all experiments further scaling
of the intracavity power was limited by optical damage at disks and mirrors. Generally,
the observed optical damage of laser disks could be divided into two groups. The first
group of disks showed transverse cracks through the entire disk, which can be explained by
thermo-mechanical stress. The second group exhibited small nodular defects with diameter
up to several µm. Most defects were found in the center close to the area of the highest
beam intensity. Defects in the HR and AR coatings which absorb light and finally melt are
plausible. Another reason for optical damage are high field-seeking dirt or dust molecules,
which can be attracted to optical surfaces, where they can absorb photons.

Electric field intensity The required intensities of 1010Wcm−2 to 1012Wcm−2 were not
achieved in the presented linear resonators. Those intensities require an intracavity focus
for the available pump powers, which could not be achieved with the available laser disks
in a linear resonator. Here, the highest intracavity intensities of approx. 11MWcm−2 were
obtained on the pump spot, which probably already caused several optical defects.
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Resonator roundtrip losses The resonator’s internal roundtrip losses were determined
in a short and efficient multi-transverse-mode resonator for several disks. The losses were
in the order of 3× 10−4 for a pump spot diameter of 1.2mm. No significant dependence
of the resonator’s internal losses on the known disk parameters could be determined. The
independence on the disk’s thickness suggests that the losses were caused at surfaces rather
than in volumes. However, this could not be confirmed in experiments with a pump spot
of 3.6mm, which showed a comparable performance for low OC transmissions.

Measurements in a single-transverse-mode resonator with a pump spot of 1.2mm exhibited
losses of 9× 10−3 andwith an additional optical window in the Brewster’s angle in the order
of 1.5× 10−2. They could not be assigned to specific loss channels due to their comparable
magnitudes. A combination of scattering, transmission, absorption, diffraction at the disk
and the mirror, additional losses at the Brewster window and nodular defects is plausible.
The losses at the Brewster window originate from depolarization and the angular difference
of the outer parts of a Gaussian beam from the Brewster’s angle. Finally, the determined
resonator’s internal roundtrip losses of 1.5× 10−2 with a linear field polarization in single-
transverse-mode operation might require pump powers of more than 200W to achieve
intracavity powers in the order of 100 kW.

Choice of the gain material Under consideration of the estimated inaccuracy of the loss
determination in the order of 5%–10%, no gain material stands out from measurements
of the internal losses or laser performance. The most relevant difference between the gain
materials can be seen in their thermal conductivity. Spectral properties, such as gain cross-
sections, have less importance and should not influence the resonator’s internal losses, nor
have a significant importance on the laser performance at low OC transmissions. In parallel,
in respect to optical damage, no distinct advantage of one specific material was observed.
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Figure 5.25: Overview about several loss mechanisms which can occur in a linear resonator with an
optical window in the Brewster angle. Optical defects are not enlisted and can occur at all surfaces.
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10 µm Yb:YAG (D357)

Figure 5.26: Left: microscopic picture of a small optical damage of a thin disk, presumably induced
by point defects in the HR coating. Right: Transverse cracks through nearly the entire disk.

This points towards gain material independent losses and thus towards causes which they
have in common, such as coatings and contacting. The monitoring of optical damage is
difficult, as it would require a continuous image of the disk’s surface in high resolution, to
detect optical defects of µm size. In parallel, no specific range of the intracavity intensity
and power could be determined yet, which would significantly reduce the risk of optical
damage. The reason for the occurrence of optical damage in these experiments could not
be finally assigned and needs further investigation.

A choice of the best suited host material can be made under consideration of the availability
and commercial use of the gain materials. Yb:Lu2O3 bulk crystals nowadays are not com-
mercially available in a constant optical quality, due to high requirements on the growth. In
contrast, Yb:Y3Al5O12 is industrially available since decades. This indicates, that production
lines, such as polishing, coating or soldering, are adapted and optimized to the host mate-
rial, which is not the case for Yb:Lu2O3. The same advantages are valid for Yb:Lu3Al5O12,
which can probably be found in commercial high power TDL, because of its higher thermal
conductivity in comparison to Yb:Y3Al5O12. Thus, considering the previous statements, at
the moment, the suggested optical candidate for continuative experiments is Yb:Lu3Al5O12.
Due to the planned purpose of laser operation at potentially low OC transmissions, there is
room for further optimizations. A decrease of the disk’s thickness to reduce its temperature,
or a reduction of the ytterbium doping concentration, which could improve the optical
quality of the gain material, would be feasible.
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5.4 Design of the folded resonators for thin-disk lasers

The experiments with folded resonators had the following purpose: they allowed comparing
the determined losses and efficiencies with the ones from the linear resonators. The results
can be different, as scattering and diffraction losses will increase with the number of optical
elements. Furthermore, it is easier to set up resonators with a tight internal focus and to
investigate further possible losses. Linear resonators can get meter long lengths, if they are
designed for single-transverse-mode operation. In addition, if they contain the thermal lens
of a laser disk [63] the adjustment sensitivity diverges for increasing pump powers, as the
ROC of the disk tends to become larger [63, 214]. The schemes of different resonators and
the abbreviations used in this chapter are depicted in Figure 5.27.

When the resonator is folded over a curvedmirror, its focal lengthwill change in dependency
of the AOI. These astigmatic distortions can limit the performance and the beam quality.
They can be corrected by folding the resonator out of the plane, by special mirrors or by
optical windows [55, p.495].

The folded resonator’s design is presented for three different cases, as shown in Figure 5.27.
The first case (a) is a multi-transverse-mode resonator, which is folded via the disk. The sec-
ond case depicts a single-transverse-mode resonator, which is also folded via the disk. The
last case (b) is a single-folded resonator, folded via a mirror, designed for single-transverse-
mode operation and with a strong internal focus.
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Design of single folded multi-and single-transverse-mode resonators A calculation of
the stability parameter of the roundtrip matrix −1< ((A+ D)/2)< 1 and of the Gaussian
beam radius on the disk is shown for a resonator folded via the thin disk in Figure 5.28.
In the symmetric case of L1-disk = L2-disk and two equal OC mirrors (in (a) and (b)), the
beam radius on the disk decreases for L1-disk = L2-disk → fM1. Therefore, this resonator is
suitable for multi-transverse-mode operation. The asymmetric resonator, (calculated in (c)
and (d)) can be more beneficial for fundamental mode operation, when the areas with
a comparable beam radius are bigger. Single-transverse-mode operation can be achieved
for wdisk ≈ 480µm for a pump spot of 1.2mm. This yields to, e.g., L1-disk = 21 cm and
L2-disk = 71cm. For almost equal resonator arm lengths, areas close to L1-disk ≈ L2-disk ≈ 24cm
at the edge of the stability zone can be used in case of a symmetric resonator design.
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Figure 5.28: (a)/(c) Plot of the stability parameter and (b)/(d) Gaussian beam radius on the thin
disk for a symmetric resonator in (b) and for an unsymmetric resonator in (d).
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Resonator design of single-transverse-mode resonators with a small internal focus
An internal focus can be achieved when the resonator is folded via a mirror with the ROC
ROCM1. For a small ROC this mirror can focus the beam in a distance of approx. ROCM1/2.
This focus can be imaged back onto this point by a 2f-2f image by a mirror with an ROCM2
in a distance from the mirror M1 of approx. ROCM1/2+ROCM2. The mode size on the mirror
M2 can be controlled with ROCM2. A larger ROCM2 requires a longer distance from the focus
and because of the constant Rayleigh length the beam radius on M2 increases.

Diffraction losses can become relevant for beam radii comparable to the mirror dimensions
or for a low AOI on M1. In this case the beam between the two mirrors can overlap with
the beam coming from the disk to the first mirror. In addition, already for an AOI on M1

of approx. 5°, the tangential and sagittal beam radii on the mirror M1 can differ by 10%.
Caused by the astigmatism, which is also relevant for the pump spot, the probability of an
oscillation of higher order modes can be increased. A free space of approx. 10 cm between
the two mirrors suggests the use of ROCM2 = 10cm. The smallest ROC which was available
at the time of the experiments was ROCM1 = 5cm. Thus, this corresponds to a length
between M1 and M2 of approx. 12.5 cm. With the available mirror mounts, this leads to an
AOI on the mirror M2 larger than 3°. A beam, which is central pointed on the mirror M2

necessitates a minimum AOI of approx. 6° for 1-inch optics. To find the working point, also
the required Gaussian beam radius on the thin disk of 480µm has to be considered. This
suggests the minimization of a figure of merit (FOM) with the target beam radius on the
disk wdisk-want and the required waist radius w0-want according to

FOM =
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Figure 5.29: (a) Caustic of the resonator with a strong internal focus. (b) Frequency spectrum of
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dp (mm) ROCdisk (m) ROCM1 (cm) ROCM2 (cm) L1-disk (cm) L1-2 (cm)
1.2 5 5 10 33 12.52
1.4 5 7 15 54 18.5
1.8 5 8 13 55 17
2.7 5 11.2 11 88 16.54
3.6 5 15 10 75 17.38
5.4 5 20 20 125 29.75
10 5 30 15 200 29.29

Table 5.7: Suggested resonator designs for different pump spot diameters. The target beam radius
on the disk was 0.4 · dpump and the target waist 20µm.

The optimization of Equation 5.1 was performed for additional pump spot diameters larger
than 1.2mm to explore the general feasibility for larger pump powers. Inclusion of the
ROC of the two OC as parameters into the optimization turned out to be necessary. In a
second step, the optimized ROCs were set to common available ROCs and the optimization
was performed again. Two examples are shown in Figure 5.32. The desired length of L1-2
would have to be adjusted for a pump spot diameter of 3.6mm to a precision better than
100µm. In case of a pump spot diameter of 10mm the necessary precision is increased to
approx. 10µm. The results of the resonator design and optimization can be obtained from
Table 5.7. The alignment sensitivity of this resonator can be gathered from Figure 5.30 and
Figure 5.31. In Figure 5.30 (a) the plot of the stability parameter is shown in dependency
on L1−disk and L1−2. It can be seen, that the stable range of L1−2 decreases for an increasing
L1−disk. In Figure 5.30 (b) region plots of different requirements (inequalities) are depicted.
The overlap of the three regions defines the target area of the resonator. The working point
of Figure 5.29 is depicted by the horizontal and the vertical lines. A better insight into the
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stability can be gained from Figure 5.31. In (a) the ROC of the disk is varied and in (b)
the distance between the mirror M1 and the mirror M2 is. The remaining parameters are
kept constant. An increase of the ROC yields to a lower waist radius, while the radius on
the disk is nearly constant. Therefore, this resonator should not exhibit a large sensitivity
in respect to changes of the ROC. In contrast, a strong dependence on the length can be
seen.

A resonator design for fundamental mode operation and a 20 µm waist can be found for
common pump spot diameters. At the same time one has to consider the astigmatism and
possible losses by diffraction.
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5.5 Results of laser experiments with folded resonators

5.5.1 Laser experiments with single-folded resonators

Specific setup All experiments were conducted with Yb:Y3Al5O12 (218). The laser beam
was folded via the disk. The observation of optical damage after the previously described
experiments required a rotation of the disk and a slight shift of the pump spot. The multi-
transverse-mode resonator was set up with ROCM1 = ROCM2 = 0.5m. Both resonator arms
had a length of approx. 25 cm. The AOI on the disk was 10°. Single-transverse-mode oper-
ation was achieved with an arm length of approx. 23.5 cm. For experiments with a polar-
ization selection, a 1mm thick fused silica Brewster window was added.

Laser performance The results of the laser performance are shown in Figure 5.33 (a) and
listed in Table 5.8. For both the multi-transverse-mode resonator and the single-transverse-
mode resonator, maximum slope efficiencies of 0.58 and 0.46 were measured at the OC
transmission rates of 8× 10−3 and 4× 10−3 with a maximum output power of 7.2W and
6W, respectively. In this configuration, the maximum optical-to-optical efficiencies were
0.48 and 0.4. The high resonator losses and the low pump powers led to surface temper-
atures below 30 ◦C. For the single-transverse-mode resonator without a Brewster window
the beam quality was lower than 1.1. The irregularities, which are visible in Figure 5.33 (b)
may have been caused by optical defects or beam quality distortions. To increase the polar-
ization preference, a Brewster window was inserted into the resonator. This decreased the
beam quality for Toc < 8× 10−3. In addition, the results in Figure 5.33 (a) show a further
decreased laser performance in comparison to the single-transverse-mode operation.
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Resonator ηsl (10−2) for output coupler transmission (10−2) Pint-max(kW)
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.4 5.4 10

Multi-mode 33 35 48 52 54 58 54 56 58 54 8
Single-mode 20 27 34 42 46 45 38 41 38 34 3.5

Single-mode - Brewster 6.5 9 22 28 29 43 26 37 37 34 1.5

Table 5.8: Laser performance (10−2) for single folded resonators for Yb:Y3Al5O12 for Pp-max = 15 W.

Polarization selection To investigate the potential of the intrinsic polarization, measure-
ments of the PER for the single-transverse-mode resonator without a polarization selective
element are depicted in Figure 5.34 (a). The highest PER of 3.5:1 for an OC transmission
below 4× 10−3 was measured for Toc = 5× 10−4. The PER decreased to approx 2:1 for
Toc = 4× 10−3. Finally, for Toc > 4× 10−3 the PER increased up to 29:1. For the resonator
with the Brewster window, the PER was larger than 100:1. The trend for the intrinsic polar-
ization differed to the one obtained in the linear resonator, which is shown in Figure 5.23.
Here, the previous measurements showed an increasing trend over the entire range. An
explanation for the different behaviors may be an influence of the optical defect, which was
observed after the experiments in the linear resonator. In addition, defects can disturb the
polarization and explain the unstable beam quality in Figure 5.33. For two selected OC
transmissions the losses at the Brewster plate are depicted in Figure 5.34 (b). The power,
reflected at the Brewster window could only be measured at one site of the folded resonator.
Therefore, the total power was assumed to be PB1 = PB2. Thus, the comparison to the power
transmitted through the OC depicts an upper limit for the losses at the optical window. For
the linear resonator and Yb:Y3Al5O12 (495), losses of 10−3 were measured at the Brewster
plate. In parallel, an increase of the losses for higher pump powers was observed.
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Resonator Caird fit Nonlinear model fit
Yb:Y3Al5O12 (218) Lint(10−4) ηabs ·ηov Lint(10−4) ηabs ·ηov
Multi-mode 3.9 (4.0) 0.63 (0.64) 5.1 (4.6) 0.67 (0.65)
Single-mode 8.0 (7.1) 0.57 (0.53) 10.6 (6.3) 0.62 (0.63)
Single-mode - Brewster 42 (39) 0.65 (0.62) 45 (22) 0.73 (0.51)

Table 5.9: Results of the Caird analysis for different single folded resonators of Figure 5.33. The val-
ues in brackets include OC transmissions between 5× 10−4 and 2.8× 10−2 while the ones without
brackets cover only OC transmissions between 5× 10−4 and 4.0× 10−3.

Resonator losses A Caird analysis was performed on the results, which are shown in
Figure 5.33, to determine the resonator’s internal losses. The results are listed in Table 5.9
together with the results of the direct nonlinear fit. The losses from the Caird method are
larger for the multi-transverse-mode resonator and the single-mode resonator than the one,
found for the linear resonators and disk 495, which are listed in Table 5.6. The differences
between the resonators can be explained by an increase of scattering and diffraction losses
due to the second mirror. In addition, the disk itself can exhibit a different roughness
and different optical defects. The presence of an optical window in the Brewster’s angle
increased the discrepancy. A comparison to Figure 5.34 shows pump power dependent
losses at the Brewster plate between 10−3 and 3× 10−3. The remaining losses in the order
of 10−3 coincide with the losses from the single-transversal mode resonator.

The losses determined for the folded resonator are consistent with the ones obtained for the
linear multi-mode and fundamental mode resonator. Inclusion of a Brewster window led to
approx. 3× higher losses compared to the linear resonator with a Brewster plate. The increase
of losses can be explained by depolarization and scattering losses.

5.5.2 Results of the folded laser resonators with an internal focus

Specific setup The first set of experiments was conducted with the Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk 498.
This disk was used for a pump spot diameter of 2.7mm and pumped at the ZPL. The pump
power was kept below 200W. The targeted length between disk and the mirror M1 was
50 cm and the distance L1-2 between M1 and M2 was 14.65 cm. Both mirrors had an ROC
of 10 cm. This corresponds with an AOI on M1 of 5° to wt = 749µm and to ws = 1175µm on
the disk and to a waist radius of wt = 23µm and ws = 15µm. To ensure single-transverse-
mode operation an aperture was used for this resonator. The second set of experiments was
conducted with the Yb:Y3Al5O12 disk 218 for a pump spot diameter of 1.2mm. The distance
from the disk to M1 was 33 cm and between the two OC it was 12.54 cm. The ROCs of the
mirrors M1 and M2 were 5 cm and 10 cm, respectively. The caustic and the stability are
depicted in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.31. No aperture was used in this resonator. It was
observed that the planned AOI was unsuitable due to an insufficient beam quality. This was
suppressed by shifting the beam close to the inner edge on M2. This decreased the AOI on
M1 but increased the diffraction losses on M2 because of clipping on the mirror’s edges.
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Disk Dp (mm) ηsl (10−2) for output coupler transmission (10−2) Lint(10−2) M2

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.4 2.4 5.4
218 1.2 0.7 1.6 3.3 3.8 5 7.2 11.7 9.5 3.7 <6.4 <1.1
498 2.7 9.3 11.7 20.9 28.2 31.5 38.3 42 40.9 43.8 <0.44 <1.1

Table 5.10: Laser performance for the folded resonators with a tight internal focus

Laser performance The results with the two disks are depicted in Figure 5.35 and listed
in Table 5.10. The laser performance in the two resonators with an internal focus was lower
than in the other experiments. For disk 218 and disk 498 maximum slope efficiencies of
0.12 and 0.44 were measured for an OC transmission rate of 1.4× 10−2 and 5.4× 10−2,
respectively. For the two disks, the maximum intracavity powers were 285W and 29 kW.
The pump power was increased in comparison to the previous experiments, to enable
the imaging of the resonator’s internal focus. A decreasing trend of the slope efficiency is
shown in Figure 5.35, while the behavior is less prominent in Figure 5.35 (b). This can
be explained by larger losses in case of disk 218. The larger internal losses increase the
visibility of inversion dependent losses at lower OC transmissions. An intrinsic PER between
2:1 and 10:1 was observed, which was probably induced by a polarization preference of the
disk or the mirror M1. No laser operation was achieved with an added Brewster window,
which could have been caused by the large alignment sensitivity. It must be noted, that the
laser operation was very unstable and required regular re-alignment of both resonators.
Furthermore, temperatures up to 80 ◦C were measured at opto-mechanics, which indicates
a significant loss of power.

The low slope efficiencies and intracavity powers which were measured in resonators with a
strong internal focus could not be compensated by the available pump powers to achieve the
required intracavity powers.
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Resonator losses The loss analysis with the Caird method and the nonlinear fit yielded
no reasonable results for both disks. However, the maximum losses can be estimated from
the laser performance at the lowest OC of 5× 10−4. In this configuration, the maximum
possible losses were 6.4× 10−2 and 4.4× 10−3, for the disks 218 and 498. The laser spec-
trum was measured during the experiments. It was observed, that the laser oscillated at
wavelengths around 1030nm, even for low OC transmissions of 5× 10−4. All lasers in the
previous experiments oscillated at a wavelength longer than 1050nm for these transmis-
sions. Therefore, this can explain an increase of the losses, as calculated and presented in
Figure 2.8.

A comparison with the other experiments is required to understand the strong increase
of the internal resonator losses. First, due to the large mode diameters on the mirror M2,
the scattering losses and the number of involved optical defects are increased. Second, the
resonators are sensitive to external distortions due to their short stability zones. Here, small
vibrations or length changes can have a big impact on the beam sizes at the mirrors. Third,
it was observed in both resonators, that the fundamental mode operation could only be
ensured by shifting the beam towards the edges of the mirror in case of the disk 218, or by
the inclusion of an aperture in case of disk 498. Both mechanisms have the same impact.
They augment the losses for higher order modes, which are caused by diffraction.

The diffraction losses of the resonators were calculated with OSCAR [233]. The calculations
were performed with the assumption of one sphere with an ROC of 5m for the disk, for one
sphere with an ROC of 5m and astigmatic distortions which were gained from wavefront
measurements, and one with the raw surface profile of disk 218. The wavefront measure-
ments shown in Figure 5.36 already indicate strong non-spherical distortions, which can
potentially increase the diffraction losses.
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The results of the calculation of the diffraction losses are shown in Figure 5.37. It must be
considered, that neither the clear aperture of the laser on the mirror could be measured, nor
the AOI and thus the position on the mirror. However, visual inspection with an infrared-
viewer indicated that the outer parts of the beam were only in a distance of a few mm to
the edge of the mirror. The maximum possible losses for this resonator, were in the order of
6.4× 10−2. A comparison with the results, given in Figure 5.37, shows that the losses could
originate from diffraction losses. Thus, diffraction losses at the focusing mirrors might be
an explanation for the resonator losses, which were measured for the setups with a tight
internal focus. Despite the small fundamental mode volume of 0.9 cm3 and an average
density of 0.03 cm−3 of particles larger than a diameter of 0.5µm in the laboratory air the
regular trapping of particles was observed and must have caused additional losses.

Intracavity intensity Determination of the intracavity intensity requires measurement
of the resonator’s internal focus radius and the intracavity power. The latter was calculated
with the power transmitted through an OC of known transmission. The spatial dimensions
of the focus were measured with the previously described setup. The images which were
used for the determination of the beam waist can be seen in Figure 5.38 (b) and (c).
The first image in Figure 5.38 shows an example for an oscillation of a higher transverse
mode. The different steps of the processing of the data are shown in Figure 5.39 for disk
218 and a pump spot of 1.2mm. Here, a waist radius of 19.1µm was determined. The
waist corresponds to a deviation from the target length L1-2 of only 0.6mm. This yields to
an intracavity peak intensity of 3.7× 107Wcm−2 for an intracavity power of 230W. The
same data processing was done for the images which were obtained for disk 498 in the
resonator with a pump spot of 2.7mm. The evaluation yielded a waist radius of 52.4µm,
which corresponds to an intracavity peak intensity of 6.6× 108Wcm−2. A fundamental
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mode’s waist of 55µm is, according to mode radius calculations, not possible within the
stable range of L1-2 for the assumed curvatures of disks and mirrors. Here, the maximum
possible waist radius is calculated to 32µm. The deviations could have been caused, e.g.,
by local ROC variations of the disk or a thermal lense.

The set up of TDL resonators with an internal 20 µm waist was possible. The resonators ex-
hibited losses of up to several percent, which could not be compensated by the available pump
power. As a result, the necessary intracavity power was not achieved. Diffraction and scattering
losses may have contributed to that in a great extent.
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5.6 Discussion of the results with folded resonators

A defined polarization The polarization was analyzed for the intrinsic and the induced
polarization. The intrinsic polarization was comparable in the linear and the folded res-
onator. In case of the latter, an additional preferred direction of polarization was induced
by the AOI on the mirror, which in general might not coincide with the preferred direction
induced by the disk. For the lowest OC transmission of 5× 10−4 an intrinsic PER of 3.5
was measured. As this method does not add additional losses in form of depolarization or
scattering to the resonator, further investigation to use the intrinsic polarization can be
beneficial. When a Brewster window was included in the resonator, a PER higher than 100
was observed. This corresponds to the PER which is typically used for the alignment of
linear molecules [36]. However, this method caused additional losses due to birefringence
of the gain material.

Single-transverse-mode operation Single-transverse-mode operation was achieved in
the resonators without a small focus by a suitable overlap between pump and laser mode.
Experiments with a Brewster window showed a degradation of the beam quality for low OC
transmissions. This behavior can be understood by considering the possible OPD caused
by the optical window. For resonators with a small internal focus, the consideration of the
pump and laser mode overlap was not sufficient to obtain stable single-transverse-mode
operation. Here, diffraction losses for higher-transverse modes were added by the inclusion
of apertures and by clipping losses at the mirror edges.

Intracavity electric field intensity Two resonators adapted for a pump spot diameter of
1.2mm and 2.7mm were set up. The designed intracavity waist was approx. 20µm. The
beam could be analyzed by imaging the Rayleigh scattering with a microscope objective
on a CMOS camera. The evaluation of the data resulted in a waist of 19.1µm and 52.4µm
for a maximum intracavity power of 230W and 29 kW, respectively. This corresponded to
maximum peak intensities of 3.7× 107Wcm−2 and 6.6× 108Wcm−2. Therefore, in case of
the smaller waist, the required intensity could not be achieved, as the intracavity power was
not sufficient. In case of the resonator with an intracavity power of 29 kW, the measured
waist differed significantly from the one from the resonator design. The reason for the
larger beam waist could not be assigned. Here, a decrease from 52.4µm to 15µm would
be sufficient to achieve an intensity of approx. 1× 1010Wcm−2.

Optical damage Similarly to the experiments that were obtained in the linear resonator,
all disks and mirrors, which were used with folded resonators, accumulated optical defects.
It did not matter whether the laser was operated under a flow box, or not. A suitable
intracavity power which significantly reduced the risk of damage could not been found. It
must be considered, that the optics and disks were not analyzed between the experiments
as it would have reduced the comparability between the resonators. The drawback of this
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is that the development of small defects would not have been noticed between the different
experiments.

Resonator roundtrip losses The losses for the resonators, in which the laser was folded
via the disk are listed in Table 5.9. They were determined in the order of 4× 10−3 in
the case of single-transverse-mode operation with an optical window in the Brewster’s
angle for polarization selection. A large depolarization in the thin disk, caused by thermo-
mechanical stress might have been responsible for this. This assumption is encouraged by a
comparison of the losses of folded resonators, with the ones measured for linear resonators,
listed in Table 5.6, which are at least in the same order. Additionally, the folded resonator
had increased scattering, absorption and diffraction losses because of the second mirror.
No material specific advantages were noticed, as Yb:Y3Al5O12 was taken as the only gain
material because the Yb:Lu2O3 disks were not suitable for single-transverse-mode operation.
The reason was a strong astigmatism, which was confirmed by D+G. In addition, the IFSW
reported the observance of strong birefringence for these disks. The resonators with the
strong internal focus showed a significant increase of the losses. Here, an estimation of the
maximum possible losses yielded values of 6.4× 10−2. The high losses can be explained by
large diffraction losses, which were induced by apertures and clipping losses at the mirrors
to ensure single-transverse-mode operation. During the experiments, the trapping of dust
and dirt particles in the focus was observed. The particles moved to the focus, where they
were trapped for several seconds and burned, which was visible as sparks with the bare eye.
It can be assumed that the density of high-field seeking particles in the focus increased. This
would have led to increased scattering and absorption losses. To investigate this, operation
of the resonator in vacuum would have been necessary. This could not be achieved due to
the large alignment sensitivity of the cavity.

Comparability of the laser disks The laser experiments presented in this thesis were
conducted with different disks. This was necessary, as all samples showed the occurrence
of optical damage at different intracavity intensities. This includes disks as well as mirrors.
Thus, the question arises, whether the results obtained for different resonators and disks are
comparable. Indeed, constant transmission, losses and the number of defects of the optical
resonator components cannot be ensured. However, the Yb:Y3Al5O12 disks used in the
experiments were all commercially available ones, obtained from D+G and DLR. Caused
by the decade long development of the different manufacturing steps, the tested disks
represent a statistical sample. This fact is unavoidable and an exchange of the laser disks in
the planned setup should be possible without a new resonator concept. The continuation
of laser experiments with the available Yb:Lu2O3 disks was avoided. The samples showed
an excellent multi-transverse-mode performance. Despite that, they were not suitable for
single-transverse-mode operation due to strong astigmatism and low spherical contour
accuracy.
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6.1 Summary

The aim of this thesis was to develop a CW TDL with an intracavity electric field intensity
of about 1010Wcm−2 to 1011Wcm−2. The laser’s purpose of aligning molecules for x-ray
diffraction experiments results in a beam waist of approx. 20µm [40]. The electric field’s
polarization must be stable and defined. Furthermore, to ensure a smooth field distribution
for a comparable alignment of the molecular ensemble, operation on the fundamental
transverse mode is beneficial, while multi-longitudinal-mode operation avoids spatial hole
burning in the gainmaterial and ensures a homogeneous longitudinal field in the resonator’s
center. In this thesis the investigations focused on five aspects: choice and development of
a suitable gain material, set up of a low loss laser system with a high intracavity power,
fundamental mode operation, polarization selection and a 20µm intracavity beam waist.

Choice and development of a suitable gain material High laser powers necessitate
sufficient pump powers and gain materials with a large Stokes efficiency. This can be
achieved with ytterbium-doped gain materials, such as Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3. The
first one benefits from its commercial availability and can be obtained with constant and
good optical quality. The second one exhibits a high thermal conductivity and excellent
laser performances. While the Yb:Y3Al5O12 disks were purchased, Yb:Lu2O3 crystals were
grown in the ILP with the HEM. For this purpose, the growth was optimized by the means
of in-growth-annealing to obtain color-free crystals. Furthermore, the CTE of Yb:Lu2O3

was refined in collaboration with the PTB. This allowed the manufacturing of CTE adapted
heatsinks for the contacting of the Yb:Lu2O3. During the experiments, the use of Yb:Y3Al5O12

disks gained priority due to their higher spherical form accuracy and optical quality.

Intracavity power and internal resonator losses More than 20 disks were characterized
in a linear resonator. Resonator internal losses below 2× 10−4 were determined. This is an
order of magnitude lower than reported previously [136]. Most likely, the residual losses
were caused by surface scattering and transmission of the disk’s HR coating. Using a pump
power of 54W, an intracavity power of 135 kW was achieved for Yb:Y3Al5O12 with a pump
spot diameter of 1.2mm. Average disk temperatures higher than 100 ◦C were observed for
low OC transmissions. This tells that the disk represents a loss channel. Detailed investiga-
tions exhibit that the losses are likely to occur at surfaces. In addition, a TDL with a pump
spot diameter of 3.6mm was set up. 200 kW of intracavity power were achieved with a
pump power of 270W with Yb:Lu2O3. Optical damage restricted further power scaling in
all experiments. Presumably, defects in the HR coatings were responsible for the damage.
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Fundamental mode operation For linear and folded resonators, fundamental mode op-
eration was realized by a suitable ratio of approx. 0.8 between the radius of the laser and
the pump mode. A Caird analysis yielded losses of 9× 10−4 for a 30 cm long resonator with
a pump spot diameter of 1.2mm, which is about one order of magnitude higher compared
to multi-transverse-mode operation. The increase can be explained by absorption losses
of the Gaussian mode in areas outside the pump spot. Resonators with astigmatism and a
small internal focus showed a different behavior. Here, the fundamental mode operation
could only be guaranteed by using apertures or by inducing large clipping losses.

Polarization A gain material tends to oscillate on one polarization if the gain or the losses
differentiate between the two polarization directions. Thus, the gain material or optical
elements can, for this purpose, induce a preferred direction of polarization. This happens
even though Yb:Y3Al5O12 and Yb:Lu2O3 are isotropic. This intrinsic polarization was only
observed for single-transverse-mode operation. The polarization is an independent property
of each mode and the oscillation on higher-order-modes does not imply equal losses. The
PER was lower in case of the intrinsic polarization compared to the one induced by a
Brewster element. Low differences of the gain and the losses in case of intrinsic polarization
could be rated as the reason. Thus, external influences have a destabilizing effect. Parasitic
losses can be caused by scattering, absorption and angular deviations of the outer parts of
a laser beam from the central Brewster angle . The determined entire losses for resonators
with a Brewster plate were 1.5× 10−3 for a linear resonator and 4.2× 10−3 for a resonator
folded via the disk. The losses at the Brewster plate were 1× 10−3 to 3× 10−3.

Intensity Two resonators were set up with a resonator design providing a waist of 20µm.
For a pump spot diameter of 1.2mm, a waist of 19µm was measured at an intracavity
power of 230W. In a thin-disk laser module with a pump spot diameter of 2.7mm, a waist
of 52µm was obtained at an intracavity power of 30 kW. To measure the intracavity waist,
the Rayleigh scattering of atmospheric molecules was imaged on a CMOS chip. Subsequent
fitting of the transverse beam profile allowed determining the beam radius. In addition, the
longitudinal trend of the measured beam profiles confirmed the operation on the funda-
mental mode. The resonators with strong internal foci exhibited losses up to 6.4× 10−2. A
conceivable explanation for this observation are diffraction losses at the mirrors and scatter-
ing and absorption of atmospheric molecules, which were trapped in air in the resonator’s
focus. Every specific requirement of the aforementioned aspects of intracavity power, beam
quality, polarization and waist could be fulfilled individually. However, the combination of
focus, polarization, beam quality and intracavity power remained unachieved. Responsible
for this are losses of several percent, which could not be compensated by the available
pump power to achieve the required intracavity power. In case of low-loss resonators with-
out an internal focus, optical damage limited further power scaling. Generally, within the
framework of this thesis, no satisfying compromise to decrease the risk of optical damage
and to obtain appropriate validity of the laser performance experiments with a sufficiently
high pump power could be found.
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6.2 Towards continuous-wave laser alignment of molecules

Based on the investigations in this thesis, recommendations can be given to accomplish
the intended purpose. Those recommendations involve the investigation and subsequent
reduction of the resonator’s internal losses and in an increase of the intracavity power by
an implementation of larger pump spots and pump powers.

The intracavity power can be augmented by two mechanisms: higher pump powers or
lower losses. High pump powers and intensities mainly cause two effects. First, the temper-
ature of the disks increases. This deteriorates the laser efficiency and can provoke thermo-
mechanical stress, which can crack the disk. Second, a high intensity of pump and laser
modes scales up the risk of optical damage, caused by microscopic defects in the coatings.
The first effect has proven to be manageable in TDL, while the latter requires a preselection
of the laser disks. In experiments described in [214], a pump spot diameter of 4.7mm was
used. Here, the remaining pump power deposited in the disk was still as high as 400Wwith-
out optical damage. However, it must be considered that these experiments were optimized
for a high laser efficiency. Thus, the actual temperature of the disk at low OC transmissions
can be higher. Thinner disks are beneficial to their temperature. A thickness of 100µm can
be sufficient to provide the necessary gain. The temperature of such a thin-disk can be in
the order of 200 ◦C for a deposited power in the volume of the pump spot of 500W. The
high average temperatures can in principle be compensated by lower cooling temperatures,
which is unproblematic in respect to water condensation for a laser operating in a vacuum
chamber. The alignment of molecules has to be performed in a vacuum. Preliminary exper-
iments with linear resonators in vacuum showed an increased stability and performance
in accordance to previous results [239, 240]. However, operation of a TDL in a vacuum
chamber can cause several problems. Depending on the pump power, efficient cooling sys-
tems are needed to remove the heat. This does not only include the heat removal of the
gain material, but the cooling of opto-mechanics as well, which cannot efficiently dissipate
heat due to the lack of convection. No physical limitations restricting an implementation
of our setup are known.

The challenge is the amount of the required pump power. The overall feasibility with a TDL
can be proven by means of commercial available high power thin-disk laser systems, even
though the alignment sensitivity increases for large laser mode diameter on the disk [224].
This might be critical for resonators with a sharp focus, operating at the end of stability
zones. Experiments indicated the possibility to extract an output power of 4 kW out of one
disk in near fundamental-mode operation [158, 241]. As these lasers were optimized for
high output powers, it can be assumed that they can provide a stable intracavity power of
more than 100 kW. It must be considered that the use of higher pump powers also increases
the technical challenges of the implementation of such a setup in vacuum. If high pump
powers have to be avoided, the investigation and reduction of losses are important. The
complexity of optimizing the different loss channels may be significantly reduced using
thin-disks which are able to operate in commercial high-power systems.
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6.2.1 In detail: decrease of the resonator losses

To avoid high pump powers, the resonator internal losses have to be reduced. Possible major
losses are transmission losses at the disk’s HR coatings, absorption losses in the coatings,
losses due to optical defects, depolarization because of the disk and diffraction. A typical
application of a thin-disk laser does not require an exceedingly high reflectivity of its HR
coating, as the OC transmission is in many cases in the order of a few percent. By increasing
the number of layer pairs, the reflectivity is improved at the cost of a higher thermal resis-
tance. This impact can be reduced by coatings which are optimized for the specific pump
and laser wavelengths. Absorption losses of the coatings can be reduced by annealing. In
addition, the use of diamond heatsinks enables a high thermal conductivity of the system
as well as spherical form accuracy, while reducing losses from astigmatism and diffraction.
Scattering losses at surfaces can be reduced/minimized by advanced polishing techniques.
Since we found optical defects at all disks and most mirrors as shown in Figure 6.1, it
would be conceivable to use preselected thin-disks in future studies. Significantly higher
densities of defects can be expected for laser disks and common resonator mirrors. Finally,
an intended decrease of the losses would mostly benefit from an exact determination of the
contribution of different channels. This would in parallel allow conclusions about the spe-
cific optimization potential. However, even without a precise knowledge several suggestions
can be made.

• Diffraction. Use of larger optics and diamond contacted disks for higher form accuracy.

• Scattering. Use of super polished mirrors and disks as well as process optimization.

• Absorption. Annealing of the coatings. This could be beneficial for the disks as well.

• Defects. Use of more carefully preselected disks and mirrors.

• Depolarization. Investigation of depolarization-compensation and avoidance.
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Figure 6.1: Statistics for optical defects larger than 2µm for three preselected 1-inch mirrors. (a)
Average number of defects in dependence on the circular disk segment and (b) on the angle.
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6.2.2 In detail: increase of the pump power

An alternative to decreasing the resonator’s losses is increasing the pump power to compen-
sate for the present losses. Concerning recent results, e.g., in [158, 241, 242], disks should
possibly be able to dissipate a heat load of approx. 3 kW. This can become relevant if the
glue’s temperature-resistiveness is exceeded, meaning that temperatures between 200 ◦C
and 300 ◦C may already be critical. Therefore, under consideration of previous published
dimensions and parameters in [173, 213], further developments of disks, glues, coatings
and heatsinks might have been necessary to reduce the disks’ temperatures. A decrease
of the thicknesses of the glue, the CVD diamond heatsink and the disk might have been
possible. Simulations, shown in Figure 6.2 imply that a thinner HR coating might have been
required. However, this would reduce the HR coating’s reflectivity. Therefore, for efficient
laser operation higher OC transmissions are necessary, which subsequently reduce the in-
tracavity power. Thus, even if pump powers higher than 10 kW are possible, the necessary
optimizations of the thin-disks might make them unsuitable for high intracavity powers.
Another possible limitation can be seen in the air-wedge in front of the disks, which is
described in [141] and simulated in Figure 6.2 (b). The air convection in front of the disk
leads to an up-shift of the beam. Nevertheless, this is only important for a laser concept
with the pump module being outside of the vacuum chamber. While the beam’s shift can
be compensated [141], it might have a detrimental impact on resonators with an internal
focus, operated at the edges of their stability zones. Despite the suggestion to set up the
complete TDL module in vacuum, this can become technically challenging for such high
pump powers, which might induce kilowatts of losses. These considerations do not imply a
non-feasibility with a high-power laser but rather raise awareness for complications.
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6.3 Outlook

In order to acquire a more profound understanding about the loss processes which were ob-
served at low output-coupler transmissions, further research is necessary. Investigation into
the kind of optical damage at thin-disks and mirrors would help to estimate the influence of
point defects in the order of 10µm. Disks and mirrors can be analyzed with high-resolution
surface profilers. This enables the precise calculation of scattering and diffraction losses.
Further laser experiments could be done with thinner and lower-doped gain materials. In
addition, a reduction of the thickness and doping concentration can yield shorter laser
wavelengths which allow the employment of thinner highly-reflective coatings due to the
smaller required bandwidth. This would reduce the thermal resistance of the disk-coating
system and therefore decrease the disk temperature. In turn, the cooling temperature of the
disk can be further reduced. While this is avoided in air because of water condensation, it is
beneficial in a vacuum chamber. Optical damage mainly resulted from defects in the highly
reflective coatings on disks and mirrors. An optimization requires preselection of the laser
disks, or the use of disks which have been proven to work at intracavity powers higher than
100 kW. A significant contribution to the losses originates from depolarization in the disk.
An adapted cut direction of the crystals or various other compensation techniques have
optimization potential [88, 145, 146]. Additionally, the resonator design can be improved.
Astigmatism impairs the beam quality and forces to choose small incident angles on the
curved mirrors. Therefore, astigmatism-compensation techniques should be investigated
regarding suitability in high-power low-loss lasers [243, 244].

A purposive implementation of a CW alignment laser system would comprise a commercial
high power TDL system in clean room environment. Such setups, disks and optics are most
likely to handle high intracavity powers. Due to large possible pump powers such a setup
would be less sensitive to existing and additional losses. Instead in a standing-wave cavity,
the disk should be implemented into a ring resonator. Here, longitudinal single frequency
operation could be achieved with an optical diode. This would facilitate a large stability
and an excellent beam quality of the resonator in comparison to a multi-longitudinal-mode
resonator. In addition, this would provide a significant optimization potential in respect to
coatings on disks and mirrors. Additionally, an one-directional ring cavity with a TDL can
provide further advantages for diffractive imaging, e.g., by the inclusion of waveplates into
the resonator which enables the rotation of the polarization in local parts of the resonator.
Generally, the coupling of the proposed laser system to a molecular beam could, besides
diffractive imaging, be employed for the investigations of chemical scattering experiments
on aligned or oriented molecules [245]. Additionally, this laser would allow for the trapping
of atoms and molecules using the polarizability interaction [246, 247]. It would provide
for traps of a few-Kelvin depth, sufficient for small molecules and even deeper traps for
larger, more polarizable molecules. This could also be utilized for in-vacuo trapping and
guiding of nanoparticles [248, 249]. The setup could be useful for many more strong-field
experiments in atomic and molecular physics, for instance, at high-repetition-rate FELs
[250]. Finally, such a system allows for diffraction experiments with repetition rates far
higher than todays. Further applications are also possible at synchrotron facilities.
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A. Overview of the laser disks

Disk Material Doping Cryst. growth Producer Polishing Coating Contacting Heatsink lc σ ROCx ROCy Wedge ηsl-MM

(at.%) (µm) (nm) (m) (m)

495 Yb:Y3Al5O12 7 n.a. D+G n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 220 0.5 6.3 6.2 1 0.5

375 Yb:Y3Al5O12 7 n.a. D+G n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 220 0.4 7.1 6.2 1 0.53

498 Yb:Y3Al5O12 7 n.a. D+G n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 220 0.9 4.4 4.3 1 0.47

238 Yb:Lu3Al5O12 10 SMC DLR LAYERTEC LAYERTEC DLR W80/Cu20 142 0.3 10.1 10.3 1 0.56

228 Yb:Y3Al5O12 9.75 SMC DLR LAYERTEC LAYERTEC DLR W80/Cu20 144 0.4 5.6 5.4 1 0.43

218 Yb:Y3Al5O12 7 FEE DLR LAYERTEC LAYERTEC DLR W80/Cu20 286 0.3 13.1 13.1 1 0.46

121 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 214 0.45 2.9 2.4 1 0.39

128 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 150 0.4 2.2 1.7 0 0.49

129 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 190 0.3 2.3 1.9 0 0.42

130 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 200 1.1 2.7 2.3 0 0.4

131 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 117 0.4 0.9 0.8 1 0.43

116 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 165 0.4 1.3 1.1 1 0.42

118 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 160 0.47 2 1.5 1 0.34

119 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 214 0.5 3.5 2.8 1 0.29

124 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 255 0.49 3.6 3.2 1 0.44

125 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 107 0.4 1.1 0.8 0 0.44

126 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 100 4 0.7 0.5 0 0.43

132 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 115 0.4 0.9 0.8 1 0.48

122 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G W90/Cu10 255 0.4 17.8 8.9 1 0.41

147 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G CVD 160 0.3 1.01 0.98 1 0.53

138 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G CVD 115 0.4 0.99 1.01 1 0.45

134 Yb:Lu2O3 3 ILP ILP FEE LAYERTEC D+G CVD 160 1.7 1.03 1.03 1 0.45

Table A.1: Overview about the laser disks and their laser performance in a 7 cm short multimode
resonator for Toc = 5× 10−4. For commercial Yb:Y3Al5O12 disks from D+G informations about the
disk processing process were not provided by the company. CVD stands for CVD diamond heatsinks.
It has to be noted, that all disks accumulated optical defects during the laser experiments.
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B. Properties of Yb:Y3Al5O12 and
Yb:Lu2O3

Gain material Yb:Lu2O3 Yb:Y3Al5O12 References

Lattice symmetry cubic cubic [251–253]

Space group Ia3̄ Ia3d [251–253]

Lattice constant (Å) 10.39 12.00 [192, 204, 254]

Density (g cm−3) 9.42 4.56 [192, 254]

Cation density (1020 cm−3) 285.2 (Lu3+) 138 (Y3+) [192, 254]

Yb-Coordination number 6 8 [206, 255, 256]

Cation radius (Å) 0.86 (6-fold) 1.02 (8-fold) [255, 257]

Dopant radius (Å) 0.868 (6-fold) 0.985 (8-fold) [255, 257]

Site symmetry C2, C3i D2 [252, 255]

Mohs hardness 6-6.5 8.5 [192, 258]

Melting point (◦C) 2450 1940 [259, 260]

Transparency range (µm) 0.23-8 0.18-6 [182, 205]

Debye-temperature (K) 375 750 [182, 205]

Specific heat capacity (J g−1 K−1) 0.25 (3 at. %) 0.58 (4 at. %) [180, 201, 261, 262]

Thermal diffusivity (10−6 m2 s−1) 5.6 (20 ◦C) 3.7-4.3 (20 ◦C) [53, 176, 180]

Thermal conductivity W m−1 K−1 12.6 (20 ◦C) 10.1-11.4 (20 ◦C) [53, 176, 180]

Thermal expansion coefficient dl
dt (10−6 K−1) 5.88 (20 ◦C, 1.5 at. %) 6.2 (25 ◦C, undoped) [136, 194, 263]

Thermo-optic coefficient dn
dt (10−6 K−1) 7.49 (20 ◦C,1064 nm) 7.65 (20 ◦C,1064 nm) [198, 201]

Max. phonon energy (cm−1) 618 (300 K) 857 (300K) [182, 183, 264]

Refractive index 1.911 (1µm) 1.816 (1µm) (7 at. %) [198, 200]

Max. absorption (nm) 976 968.8 [176, 253, 265]

Absorption bandwidth (FWHM) (nm) 2.9 2.6 [66, 265]

Max. absorption cross section (10−21 cm2) 30 8.3 [66, 265]

Laser wavelengths (nm) 1033;1080 1030;1049 [66, 265]

Absorption cross section at laser wavelengths (10−21 cm2) 0.7; <0.03 1.24; 0.1 [66, 265]

Max. emission cross section (10−21 cm2) 12.6; 4.4 18.8. 2.9 [66, 265]

Emission bandwidth (FWHM) (nm) 13.0; 15.7 8.4; 8.3 [66, 265]

Fluorescence lifetime (µs) 820 (3 at.%) 950 (7 at.%) [66, 265]

Stark levels 2F7/2 (cm−1) 0; 427; 514; 903 (C2) 0; 565; 612; 785 [182, 205, 206, 253]

Stark levels 2F5/2 (cm−1) 10244; 10666; 11073 (C2) 10327; 10624; 10679 [182, 205, 206, 253]

Partition function ratio Zl/Zu (30 ◦C) 1.066 0.817 [182, 205, 206, 253]

Table B.1: Recommended property values of Yb:Lu2O3 and Yb:Y3Al5O12. Data are prefered if
available for common ytterbium doping concentration (3 at. %. for Yb:Lu2O3 and 7 at. % for
Yb:Y3Al5O12). While only slight changes of the properties are expected for Yb:Lu2O3, they can be
pronounced even more for Yb:Y3Al5O12 due to the differences of ionic radii and masses.
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PER polarization extinction ratio

PTB Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt

QWS quarter-wave stack

RF radio frequency

ROC radius of curvature

RMS root mean square

SHWFS Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor

SHG second harmonic generation

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

TDL thin-disk laser

TIS total integrated scatter

THG third harmonic generation

VBG volume Bragg grating

VMI velocity map imaging

WHS WHS Sondermetalle

WLI white light interferometer

XFEL X-Ray Free-Electron Laser

ZPL zero-phonon line
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